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Abstract 
Biometrics lack revocability and privacy while cryptography cannot detect the 

user’s identity. By obtaining cryptographic keys using biometrics, one can achieve 

the properties such as revocability, assurance about user’s identity, and privacy. In 

addition, the Multi-biometric systems alleviate a few of the problems observed in 

unimodal biometric systems. Besides improving matching performance and its can 

integrate information at various levels. 

    In this thesis presents Document Signing Using ESSO Algorithm, its aims to 

introduce a new technique to generate stream cipher key by using a multi –

biometric identification system that consists of (sclera and palm) images and using 

the best coordinates is produced by an enhancement of shark smell optimization 

algorithm (SSO) based on 3d logistic chaotic map. 

    The stages of implementation the proposed system include feature extraction 

from sclera and palm biometric images of same personal using proposed sclera –

identification system and palm –identification system, each system has different 

preprocessing techniques to preparing images to exacted features. 

     In addition , the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm in 

multibiometric identification system extract features from the sclera and palm  

biometric images and to get fast access to the important regions inside the sclera 

and palm biometric images. These features are used to find the optimal solution by 

using enhancement shark smell optimization algorithms(SSO) based on chaotic 

function. 

   The enhancements shark smell optimization algorithm (SSO)consists from three 

steps: 3d logistic map to generate set of random numbers to seed random 

parameters (R1,R2,R3) in SSO algorithm this step aims to  enhance the 



 

 

performance of  SSO , the features that extracted from sclera and palm biometric 

images dropping on secret image to connected between sclera feature that represent 

(shark position ) and palm feature that represents ( fish position ) this step aims to 

find set of optimal solution  . 

  To generate stream cipher key, the proposing system presents new technique to 

generating variable and unpredictable stream key based on convert to binary the 

values of all optimal solution (fitness value, objective value, solution point 

coordinate (x,y)) . 

The final stage in the proposed system is the document signature by using the 

MD5, the proposed system has the ability to generate a unique digital signature for 

each user. 

The proposed system using the stream key in document signature to protect 

personal information in a completely safe manner.    

 

 The implementation the proposed system and results of Random Number 

Generation Tests (NIST) National Institute of Standards and Technology shown 

the proposed system has ability to generating stream key for multiply users that has 

several proprieties likes: unique, unpredictable, strong, and various length. 
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Chapter One  

General Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

              Network and computer security are highly dependent on the user’s 

authentication. Now, token-based techniques (smartcards) and knowledge-

based techniques (passwords) have been the major significant methods. Yet, 

such approaches have some security drawbacks. For instance, a password can 

be simply forgotten, stolen, and shared. Comparably, the smart-cards might be 

lost, stolen, shared, or duplicated. To circumvent such problems, some 

biometric authentication login approaches are applied [1]. 

      The biometric verifications are referring to the person’s automatic 

verification based on certain biometric features that are obtained from their 

behavior and/or physiological properties. A system of biometric verification 

has the ability of distinguish between imposters and authorized individuals in 

comparison to conventional systems which are using passwords or cards. 

About biometrics, and an individual might be identified on the basis of who 

they are instead of having an ID card or passwords [2]. 

     Behavioral biometrics and physical biometrics are the two branches of 

biometrics. The latter includes face recognition, hand recognition, iris, 

fingerprints, and sclera. While the first one consists of key-stone and 

signatures. The biometrics, which are on the basis of physical behavior are of 

high importance, consisting of hand’s geometrics, fingerprint’s ridges, iris 

patterns, face’s structure, voice as well as sclera vein patterns [3].  
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     The biometric authentication system might be specified as multi-modal and 

uni-modal,  basd on some biometric traits or applied modalities. The uni-

modal biometric system is using one of the biometric characteristics of the 

individual to identify and verify identity, but the multi biometric system has 

ability to use two or more multiple biometric system characteristics to identify 

a person [4]. 

   The multi-modal systems are better than of the other type (uni-modal 

systems), because of unacceptable false acceptance rates (FAR), and large 

false rejection rates (FRR). Yet, more information offer to the classifier 

increasing the recognition accuracy as well as decreasing the error rates, The 

identity proof has been strengthened as data, whereas it is obtained from 

various sources [5]. 

    The biometric cryptosystems, including key binding, and the key generation 

systems are combining high security level. It is offered via cryptography in 

addition to the non-repudiation offered via biometric. The systems of key 

generation are producing stable cryptographic key which has been obtained 

from the biometric data. The systems of key binding are bound a 

cryptographic key that is randomly generated to biometric template [5]. 

        Concerning the presented thesis, authentication and integrity are achieved 

by using )MD5-256( message-digest algorithm   and the proposed 

cryptographic key generation algorithm based on the biometric features of 

users.  Since two different biometric traits are obtained from the same user, 

different extraction techniques that best suit each of these is applied in this 

work. Sclera features are extracted using the sclera Identification System 

which is using different techniques to preprocessing sclera image of user and 
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to determine strong features and their descriptions based on the Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform algorithm (SIFT). Also, palm features are extracted using 

palm Identification system, which is using different techniques to 

preprocessing palm image of same user and to determine strong features and 

their descriptions based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm 

(SIFT). Following the feature extractions and their descriptions from of both 

proposed identification systems (sclera and palm), dropping these features on 

the secret image  to combine between them, and using shark smell 

optimization based on the chaotic map to find a set of optimal solutions. In 

this work, the proposed algorithm for generation 821-bit cryptographic key is 

based on an optimal solution that is found by using the Shark Smell 

Optimization Algorithm (SSO)  with chaotic maps to enhancement security 

architecture of the proposed system. Finally, the proposed document signature 

using message-digest algorithm (MD5-256)  is to obtain high security and 

integrity of data. 

 

1.2 Related Work 

     Many approaches are proposed in different studies to improve security data 

based on biometrics: 

  

  

  In (2015), G. Radha, B. Suganyadevi, and C. Saranya, [6] have 

proposed a secure multi-modal biometrical system through the fusion 

of the Finger vein and eye vein images. In this fusion system, has 

taken under consideration eye veins as well as finger veins 
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characteristics for the verifications, the user maybe authenticated by 

the recognition of the sclera veins with the use of a scale and 

rotation-invariant Y-shape descriptor based approach of feature 

extractions sufficiently removes the most unlikely match instances. 

The suggested model enhanced the system security as verified. It is 

possible to conduct the automatic authentication with state of the art 

approaches, such as the recognition of the sclera on the move and the 

scanner of the finger veins on the car steering. 

  In (2016), Sujata Kataria and Ashok K. Goel [7] proposed a new 

multi-biometric system based on fingerprint and signature. The 

signature uses SIFT (Scale-invariant Feature Transform) and 

fingerprint uses minutia extraction. The researchers propose using 

two different datasets. In the fingerprint, the dataset is made up of 10 

images. A signature dataset is made up of 10 images.  

  In (2017), K. Tamilsevan, et al. [8] suggested a hybrid method of 

utilizing the palm and finger veins for designing a biometrical 

system. The suggested system method was performed the 

simultaneous acquisition of palm and finger vein database. Also, it 

had resulted in the combination of those 2 pieces of evidence with 

the use of a hybrid method of comparison for increasing system’s 

sensitivity, and accuracy at the same time as decreasing time 

harmfulness, and complexity to the user. 

  In (2018), M. Madhivhanan and R. Ravi [9] proposed a new hybrid 

technique in multi- biometrics, which are fingerprint and sclera. The 

whole process was implemented in the FPGA SOC. The dataset has 

consisted of 50 fingerprint images and 50 sclera images. Another 
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dataset has contained 10 fingerprint images, and sclera images of the 

same finger and the same eye from 6 different users.  

  In (2018), Roh, et al. [10] have introduced an approach with 

recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolutional neural network 

(CNN) for the generation of the cryptographic keys from the 

biometrics of the face. CNN has been utilized for the extraction of 

feature vector from the images of the face, and the RNN results in 

key generation from feature vectors. In the procedure of the 

registration, RNN is trained in an iterative manner.  

  In (2019), Jaswal et al. [11] are presented a new method for a multi-

modal biometric system that has been suggested. The feature-level 

fusion of geometry, palm print, and hand shape features were carried 

out. The much-unrelated characteristics have been chosen from a 

fused set of features. This work achieved results that are matched 

with other formal art systems.  

  In (2019), Pager et al. [12] have been focused on generating 

cryptographic keys according to the fusion method of the finger-

prints reducing other conventional crypto-systems’ complexity. The 

biometrical characteristics such as the finger-prints are permanent 

during the life-span of the person. In this study, a finger-print key 

generation approach has been presented, it is robust and utilized to 

encrypt and decrypt in the elliptic curve approach of cryptography 

The experimentation has been carried out on the available data-set. 

The obtained results have shown the significance concerning 

efficiency, producing a strong key of cryptography.  
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1.3 Problems statement   

Biometric is the measure of behavioral and physiological features for the 

individual, commonly utilized biometric features for identification or 

verification, but it is at the same time can be employed as a key for various 

security applications. However, the unimodal biometric system is suffering 

from noise, interclass variations, non-universality attacks, so to overcome 

these attacks, the multimodal biometrics system is joining of two or more 

modalities biometrics. Among various biometric properties like as, fingerprint, 

face, voice, area, etc., hybrid techniques represent combinations of two 

biometric-identification systems (sclera and palm) based on Shark Smell 

Optimization (SSO) with chaotic maps to overcome many difficulties in 

individual biometrics .the sclera and palm print biometrics can provide a 

higher level of security because of its inherent robustness. 

1.4 Aims of thesis   

The aim of the thesis is to build a strong identity system based on a hybrid 

technique by using proposed Sclera and Palm identification systems, where 

each identification system has different techniques to extract features for each 

user). Enhancement shark smell optimization (ESSO) algorithms based on the 

3-dimension logistic chaotic map to enhance the performance of SSO 

algorithms to generate a stream cipher key. It is used for many purposes and 

make the system more secure and authentication. 
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1.5 Layouts of Thesis  

      The thesis has been organized into five chapters., as follow:  

Chapter One: This chapter includes the basic introduction, aim of the thesis, 

related work, and the layout of the thesis. 

Chapter Two: This chapter includes theoretical background and discusses 

                        the algorithms that we use.     

Chapter three: This chapter illustrated all tools and algorithms used in the  

                          design and implementation of proposed document signature   

                          based on hybrid identification techniques (sclera and palm– 

 identification system). 

Chapter Four: This chapter presents the tests and results. 

Chapter Five: This chapter offers conclusions and suggestions for future   

work. 
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Chapter Two  

Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Introduction 

            Bio-cryptography can be defined as a progressive technology that 

combines biometrics with cryptography. The multi-biometric system used for 

security purpose has become increasingly popular. The use of multi-biometric 

data in generation cryptography key is a new growing and promising area of 

research. Yet, this growth depends on the theoretical base. Thus, the presented 

chapter is providing the work‟s theoretical background. The Biometric is 

presented in subsection (2.2), while, subsection (2.3) gives the preprocessing 

methods. Morphology Operations are shown in subsection (2.4). To find the 

object we provide the sub-section (2.5) to satisfy this goal. Also, the sub-

section (2.6) is shown Feature Extraction. The two-dimensions maximum 

entropy threshold methods are covered in subsection (2.7). Furthermore, the 

shark smell optimization SSO algorithm and Chaotic Maps are clarified in 

subsections (2.8) and (2.9) respectively. In subsection (2.10), we show the 

digital signature. In subsection (2.11), we introduce the MD5 algorithm. 

Finally, in subsection (2.12), Random number generation tests. 

 

 

2.2 Biometric 

the science which involves the statistical analysis that is related to biological 

characteristics. Therefore, the individuals biometric recognition should be 

indicated, because of the security applications analyzing the characteristics of 

individuals for verifications and identifications of identities. Yet, the term 

“biometrics” will be used for indicating “biometric recognition of people” 
[13]. 
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   The biometric recognition provides a significant method with regard to the 

security applications in addition to certain benefits in comparison to the 

conventional approaches, that is based on something the person has (cards, 

keys, and so on), or something the person knows (PINs, passwords, and so 

on). One significant feature related to biometric traits is that it has been on the 

basis of something done, or something the person has, Thus, there is no 

requirement for remembering or holding a token [14]. Furthermore, the 

authentication techniques with regard to biometrics have been specific 

portions related to the security systems in addition to some benefits in 

comparison to the traditional approaches. Yet, there are some disadvantages as 

can be seen in the table below: 

 

Table (2.1) Advantages and Disadvantages of 3 major authentication 

techniques.[14] 

Authentication 

Approach 

Advantage Disadvantage 

Hand-held token 

(Passports, IDs, 

cards, and so on) 

Knowledge-based 

(PINs, passwords, 

and so on 

)  

 

 Economical and easy-to-

implement approach 

 Standard, even though 

moving to another facility, 

nation, and so on  

 New one might be provided 

 Easily replaced by new one 

when problems exist.  

 

 Might be shared.  

 Fake one could be 

provided.  

 Might be stolen.  

 Single individual register 

with various identities.  

 

 It might be cracked or 

guessed.  
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 Hard to remember the 

effective passwords. 

Biometrics  In comparison to other 

techniques, it is providing 

more security. 

 If an individual has many 

identities, he/she might be 

easily detected.  

 It might not be forgotten or 

lost, stolen, guessed. 

 In certain conditions, 

fake one might be provided.  

 It is not secret, nor 

replaceable.  

 When the biometric data 

of individual is stolen, then 

there is no possibility for 

replacing it.  

   The biometric system is an advanced way to identify the individual on the 

basis of certain behavioral or physiological properties. Biometrics have been a 

reliable solution for protecting the identity and rights of individuals because 

they recognize the unique characteristics of people. The biometric is divided 

into two basic categories [15].,which are: 

i. Physiological    

          Physiology is the characteristic of the body and thus it varies from 

person to person, including the following examples: 

1. Features of the Face   

2. Retina 

 3. Iris  

4. Palm geometry  

5. Fingerprints  

6. DNA  

7. Odor/scent.  
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ii. Behavioral  

             Behavioral biometrics are the behavioral characteristics that related to 

the pattern of people doing something, such as following examples: 

1. Keystrokes/Typing patterns  

2. Voiceprint  

3. Typing rhythm  

4. Gait  

5. Handwritten signature. 

2.2.1 Sclera Biometric 

 Sclera blood vessels are present effective biometric trait. The sclera is the 

white regions around the eyeball contain blood vessel patterns which might be 

utilized for personal identification, Also it might be defined as the opaque and 

white areas of connective tissue and blood vessels in the eyes, Such part of the 

eye is surrounding the iris that is defined as a colored tissue around the pupil, 

as shown in  Fig (2.1)., It has a  rich pattern of blood vessels that has various 

layers and orientations. Thus, the discriminant properties related to such blood 

vessels have been bright factors for the eye‟s recognition as shown in Fig (2.1) 

[16]. 

 

 Figure (2.1) Sclera vessels and eye structure [17]  
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   The sclera‟s veins might be imaged in the case when an individual is 

glancing to either side, offering four patterns‟ regions: one for each of the 

eye‟s sides. The verification uses digital templates from such patterns, also the 

templates are going to be encoded with statistical and mathematical 

algorithms. This enables confirming the proper users identify and rejecting 

anyone else. Advocates of eye vein‟s verifications indicating that one of the 

strengths related to technology has been the stability regarding the pattern of 

eye‟s blood vessels; patterns are not changing with redness, alcohol 

consumption, age, and allergies.  [17]. Furthermore, eye vein verification, 

similar to other biometric authentication approaches, might be utilized in a lot 

of security situations, such as healthcare environment, government security, 

and mobile banking [18]. The benefits of these approaches are as follows [19]:  

1- Each individual has distinctive eye vein patterns 

2- The patterns are not changing with time and can be read even with redness 

3- Used with glasses and contacts/  

4- High-resistance against false matches. 

2.2.2 Palm Biometric 

         The palm print-based individual identifications can be defined as an 

efficient approach to identify individuals with high effectiveness. The palm prints 

are specified to have a lot of features: minutiae points, wrinkles, principal lines‚ 

singular points, and ridges‚ as can be seen in the Figure (2.2). The surface area of 

palm prints is large in comparison to a fingertip, Yet, it is covered with some type 

of skin related to the fingers [20]. The data set is a palm dataset version 1-0 of 

100 subjects [12].  
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Figure (2.2) Different features of palm print (a) inked palm print (b) inked less 

palm print [12]. 

There are two acquisition methods for palm prints [28]:   

i. Offline Palm Print: In 1996, the offline palm print started utilizing 

the inked images‚ as can be seen in Figure (2.3). The offline 

approach collects the samples via pressing the palm of the user on a 

sheet of white paper  following inking it. After that, the ink will be 

dried, and the palm print‟s image on the paper is going to be 

digitized with a scanner as well as being stored in the PC. With a 

regard to real-time application, including physical access control, 

the approach has not been adequate. Along with the number of 

involving steps‚ the palm print has an unsatisfactory quality because 
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it may be affected by how much ink has been used. Too little or too 

much ink can produce low quality palm prints. 

 

Figure (2.3) Offline Palm Print Acquisition [22]. 

ii. Online Palm Print Acquisition:  It is the most direct method for 

digitizing data of palm print‚ makes the requirement for a 3
rd

 

medium such as a paper pointless. It might be achieved through the 

use of a scanner that directly scans a palm print‚ or the use of a 

video camera to generate the data of palm print. 

 

2.2.3 Biometric System  

         These systems are mainly pattern-recognition systems recognizing an 

individual on the basis of feature vector obtained from certain behavioral or 

physiological features of the individual. On the basis of the application 

context, the biometric systems are generally operating in one of the two 

modes: identification and verification as can be seen in Figure (2.4) [21]. 

 

i. In verification mode: The system will be validating the identity of 

an individual through putting to compare the obtained biometric 
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features with the biometric template of the person, that has been 

pre-stored in the system‟s database, such model is referred to as 

matching model. For instance, an individual might be provided with 

physical access to the building‟s secure area with the use of a finger 

scan or might be accessing a bank account at an ATM by using a 

retinal scan [23].  

 

ii. Identification mode, systems are recognizing individuals through 

attempting to find a match in the whole template data-base. Also, 

the system is conducting one-to-many comparisons for establishing 

the identity of a person. For instance, use a camera to scan a crowd 

as well as utilizing the technology of face recognition, one might be 

determining matches against certain data-base. [23].   

 

Figure (2.4) Block diagrams of Biometric system [24]. 
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       As an illustration in Figure (2.4), a new biometric user should first be 

enrolled prior to utilize biometrics. Generally, this is achieved through 

authorized individuals enrolling new users on biometric device, such 

authorized individual controlling and verifying the identity of an enrollee. In 

the case for elucidation, when enrolling a template has been generated, and 

has been stored either in smart-card, data-base, or another medium of storage, 

As users are enrolled successfully, they will be authorized to start logging in 

with the use of biometrics [24]. 

2.2.3.1 Requirements of Biometric Characteristic 

              Behavioral or physical features are required for meeting certain 

requirements for the purpose of being applied as biometrics approaches, 

such requirements might be practical or theoretical [23].  

 

Figure (2.5) Biometrics requirements [23]. 

    Basically, there are 7 theoretical requirements as follows: [23] 
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i.  Universality: All individuals must have biometric features. There 

are individuals with injured eyes, individuals with no fingers, or 

mute people. Getting 100% coverage is difficult. 

ii.  Uniqueness: Indicating that no 2 individuals must be the same with 

regard to biometric features, specifying how distinctively and 

differently biometric systems have the ability for recognizing each 

of the users in groups of users.  

iii.  Permanence: It is needed for each one of the traits or features that 

has been recorded in the system‟s data-base and should be constant 

for a specific time period, indicating that the features must be 

invariant with the time.  

iv.  Collectability Indicating that the features should be quantitatively 

evaluated and acquired the characteristics must be simple.  

v. Performance Indicating possible identification/verification 

accuracy as well as resources, working or environmental conditions 

required for achieving adequate accuracy.  

vi. Acceptability Choosing the field, where biometric approaches have 

been acceptable. 

vii. Circumvention Deciding how simplify each one of the features and 

traits offered via users might fail throughout verification. 

2.3 Image Preprocessing 

The approaches of image enhancement enhancing image‟ quality as 

seen via individuals. Typically, the approaches of image enhancement 

have been utilized for getting details that are obscured, or for 

highlighting some image‟s features of interest. With regard to the 

process of image enhancement, one or Two image‟s attributes have 

been changed. The major aim of image enhancement is bringing out the 
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image‟s details hidden in the image or increasing the contrast in images 

of low contrast. In the case when converting the image from a form to 

another, like digitizing the image, a degraded form will happen at 

output [25].  

2.3.1 Converting Image to Gray scale  

The most important benefit of converting a colored image into a 

grayscale domain is to less amount of data because there is only one channel 

in the grayscale domain rather than three as in the RGB domain [26].  

Two principles for converting color to grayscale are such as [17]:  

i. The approach of lightness will be averaging the lest prominent and 

most prominent colors as in equation (2.1):  

 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑖,𝑗) = 1/(𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛) ∗ (𝐼(𝑖,𝑗) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛)         (𝟐.𝟏)  

ii. The average method averages the color values as in equation (2.2):  

           𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 (𝑖,) =  (𝑅 + 𝐺 + 𝐵) / 3                                 (𝟐.𝟐) 

 

2.3.2 Banalization  

Digital Image Processing is aiding the algorithms of computers for 

performing image processing on the digital images. The major goal of image 

enhancement approaches is majorly applied in various applications related to 

image processing, in which the image‟s subjective quality has been of high 

importance to the human interpretation or for providing better input with 

regard to other systems of automated image processing [18]. 

   The approaches of image enhancement might be categorized into two 

categories: Frequency domain approaches operating on image‟s Fourier 

transform, and the Spatial domain approaches operating directly on the pixels. 

Thresholding can be defined as the simplest approach of the segmentation. It 

has been achieved via threshold values that have been acquired from 
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histogram of the original image‟s edges. Thus, in the case when edge 

detections have been precise, then the threshold will also be precise. 

Furthermore, the thresholding transformations have been of high importance 

to segmentation for isolating objects of interest from a background as can be 

seen in Figure (2.6). 

 

(a)                                   (b) 

Figure (2.6) Isolating object from background [18]. 

2.3.3 Remove Noise  

Eliminating image noises is of high importance in image processing. 

Images might be corrupted through random changes in the pixel‟s 

illumination, intensity, or because of bad contrast and might be directly 

utilized. Thus, noise is a major issue in image processing. It is resulting in 

random modifications in the images, thus the original values fluctuating to 

certain distinctive values. A solution to such a problem has been developing a 

robust algorithm that has the ability for processing images even with the 

existence of noise. An alternate solution to this problem is to design a filter 

that is eliminating the noise along, also preserve the image features, edges, 

and details [19]. With regard to this work, the suggested system applies two 

major approaches for removing noise from the input biometric images, such 

approaches are indicated in sub-sections bellow (i and ii). 
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i. A Median Filter 

  Basically, the filters are of two types, non-linear and linear filters. The latter, 

also indicated as averaging low pass filter, the issue with such type of filter 

has been the edge‟s blurring and losing the image‟s content, thus reducing the 

output‟s correctness. Whereas the first type of filters has better results in 

comparison to latter, since they are eliminating noisy pixels without resulting 

in edge blurring. Also, median filters are examples of non-linear filters, also 

they are of high importance in retaining image‟s features. The median filter is 

considered to be a simple implementation related to non-linear filters with 

regard to noise removal. The targeted noisy pixels have been substituted via 

its neighbors‟ median value. The number of neighbors is determined via the 

filtering window size. Median value has been easily specified as a mid value 

in the sorted sequence [29].  𝑒 𝑖𝑎𝑛* +   𝑒 *  +  𝑒 𝑖𝑎𝑛* +   𝑒 *  +       (𝑘    )  𝑘 𝑖𝑠 𝑜   

   [  (𝑘 )    (𝑘   )]  𝑘 𝑖𝑠  
  

Where P1, P2, P3 ……Pk representing the neighbor pixels‟ sequence. 

All the image‟s pixels must be arranged in descending or ascending 

order, prior to using filtering. Following achieving sorting, resulting 

image pixel sequence is going to be Pi1≤Pi2≤Pi3≤....Pik, .k has been 

typically odd [29]. 
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ii. Fill Flood Algorithm  

This is the major utilized approach of image processing to find 

the connection as well as the shortest path between 2 points [30]. It is 

considered as a major region filling algorithm that has been typically 

based on the notion of 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity. 

Mathematically, assuming that P = (x,y) denotes the pixel‟s coordinate, 

the it is 4-Connected regionC4(P) in bitmap and specified in the 

following way [31]:   ( )  *(𝑥 𝑦   ) (𝑥 𝑦   ) (𝑥    𝑦) (𝑥    𝑦)+  (2.3) 

         and its 8-Connected region C8(P) in bitmap specified in the following way  

          [31]:                     

          ( )    ( )  *(𝑥    𝑦   ) (𝑥    𝑦   ) (𝑥    𝑦   ) (𝑥    𝑦   )+   (2.4) 

       Visual illustration will be provided in Figure (2.7). 

 

Fig (2.7) Concept of connectivity. 

Pixel of interest is the pixel in the box‟s middle, also its 4-connected of 

the 8-connected region includes all the pixels which might be reached 

through arrows which start from it [31]. Also, the flood fill algorithm is 

starting from a recognized pixel in the closed area, as well as 
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recursively finding all pixels in connecting region related to the known 

pixel. For the purpose of reaching all pixels in each of the regions 

(typically in 4-connected or 8-connected region as indicated earlier), a 

stack might be needed, also pixels in the region might be recursively 

visited [31].  

.2.4 Morphology Operations       

       The Mathematical morphology (MM) can be defined as an image 

components extraction tool which are beneficial in the description and 

representation of the shape of the area, like the skeletons, boundaries, as well 

as the convex hull. In addition to that, morphological approaches are 

interested in preprocessing or post-processing like thinning, morphological 

filtering, and pruning [31]. The morphological processes are logical 

transformation operations which are based upon comparing the 

neighborhoods of the pixel against a specific pattern. The majority of the 

morphological processes are focused upon the binary images. The 

morphological processes provide a powerful and unified method for many 

requirements of image processing [32]. The Mathematical Morphology (MM) 

is using a formulate operation which is based upon a selection of structuring 

elements (SEs), which is a small group of sets or sub-images, and it is utilized 

for examining an image for the relevant characteristics. There are numerous 

SEs examples due to the fact that it may be characterized in a variety of 

shapes based on the object which exists in the considered image. In Figure 

(2.8), we illustrates various structure element examples [32].  
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Figure (2.8) SEs examples [32]. 

 

Every one of the shaded squares in Figure (2.8) represents an SEs 

member. To define the elements that are SE members, the structuring 

elements‟ origin must be provided. In addition to that, the origins of the 

variety of the SEs have been characterized with black dots as can be seen 

Figure (2.8), SEs has to be rectangular arrays accomplished with the appending 

of smallest possible background elements‟ number [32]. 

 

i. Morphological dilation  

Dilation can be defined as an operator in the MM area, the other is the 

erosion. Which is often implemented on the binary images, however, there are 

versions working on the gray-scale images. The operator‟s main impact of a 

binary image is gradually enlarging the regions‟ boundaries of the pixels of the 

foreground. This is why the foreground pixel areas will increase in the size 

whereas the holes inside these areas decrease in the size. In the dilation white 

pixel is increased in image making, it looks broader. Each one of the 

background pixels which is touching a pixel of the object is changed to a pixel 

of the object [33]. 

   Dilation is utilized for growing the input image region. SE is utilized by the 

dilation to probe and expand shapes. While SE size specifies the matrix 
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dimension and the shape characterizes a pattern of 0s and 1s [34]. In the case 

where the SE is implemented on the image A, new image I will be       ⋃                       (2.5) 

ii. Morphological Opining Operation 

        The image opening operation is a combination of erosion and dilation 

operation by using intersection and complementation [34]. Let assume A 

consists of set elements of the 8-connected boundary, each element in 

boundary enclosing a background. The conditioned dilation (opining) is 

beginning by producing matrix X0 of 0s which size is equal size A    (      )                           (2.6) 

            final step:         ,   where Xi contains all the filled holes. 

iii. Morphological closing 

The morphological erosion comes after dilation operation using the 

same structuring element [34]. The closing operation is       (   )                          (2.7) 

iv. Morphological Erosion  

Morphological erosion operation aims to shrink the image [34]. The output 

of erosion operation is an image I is       ⋂                       (2.8) 

2.5 Find Objects (Localization) 

The  present  world  is  surrounded by  massive  amounts of the digital  

visual  data. The image content  specifies the importance of the majority of 

possible utilizations. One of the significant aspects of the image content is 
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image objects. Which why, object recognition methods are necessary. The 

process of the object recognition can be defined as one of the significant tasks 

in  computer vision and image processing. It is specified for the determination 

of object identity which is being observed in the image from a group of the 

known tags.  Humans have the ability of the recognition of different objects in  

real world  simply with no effort;  in contrast, a machine  by itself  has no 

ability of recognize the objects. The algorithmic recognition task descriptions 

are applied to the machines [35]. 

Object recognition can be defined as a general term for the description 

of a set of the associated tasks of the computer vision involving the 

identification of the objects in the digital images. The classification of the 

Images is involved with the prediction of one object class in the image. The 

localization of the objects means the identification of locations of one object 

or more in the image and drawing a bounding box that surrounds their extents. 

The detection of the objects means the combination of those two tasks and 

performs the localization and classification of one object or more in the image 

[36]. In the image processing, the object can be defined as an identifiable part 

of that image which may be represented as one unit [35]. 

2.6 Feature Extraction 

In the processes of machine learning, pattern recognition, in image 

processing, and feature extraction begins with an initial group of the measured 

data and produces derived values (i.e. features) Thy have been intended as 

non-redundant and informative, which facilitate successive generalization and 

learning steps, and in some of the cases lead to more sufficient human 

interpretation types. The feature extraction is associated with the reduction of 

the dimensionality, in the case where input data to the algorithm is extremely 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_recognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_(machine_learning)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
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large for the processing and it is expected as redundant (for example, the same 

measurements in feet as well as meters, or image repetitiveness presented 

as pixels), in this case, it may be converted to a decreased group of the 

characteristics  (referred to as feature vector as well). The determination of a 

sub-set of initial characteristics is referred to as the feature selection. The 

features that have been selected are suspected to be containing related 

information from input data, for the sake of the desired task being carried out 

with the use of this reduced representation rather than complete initial data 

[37]. 

2.6.1 Scale Invariant Feature Transform Algorithm (SIFT)  

SIFT has been suggested by Lowe, it solves the issues of image rotation, 

intensity, affine transformations, and view-point changes in the matching of 

the features.  SIFT includes four main steps illustrated in the following 

subsection (i, ii, iii, and iv) [38]. 

i. First Step: Estimation of scale-space extrema with the use of 

Difference of Gaussian (DoG), the locations of the features is 

specified as local extrema of the DOG pyramid as specified by 

equation (2.11). To implement the pyramid of the DOG, the input 

image will undergo iterative convolution with a Gaussian kernel as 

can be seen in equation (2.10). This process will be done again as 

long as there is a possibility for the down-sampling. Every set of 

same-size images is referred to as the octave. All of those octaves 

combine what is known as the Gauss pyramid by equation (2.11), 

represented by a 3-D function L(x,y, ) [27]. 

           (𝑥 𝑦  )  𝐺(𝑥 𝑦  ) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥 𝑦)                     (2.9) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raster_image
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_vector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_selection
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         𝐺(𝑥 𝑦  )       𝑒 (     )  ⁄                            (2.10)  

         (𝑥 𝑦  )=(𝐺(𝑥 𝑦  )  𝐺(𝑥 𝑦  )) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥 𝑦)    (2.11) 

DOG function‟s local extrema (minima or maxima) are found from 

the comparison of every one of the pixels against its 26 neighboring pixels 

in scale-space as can be seen in Figure (2.9). The searches for the value of 

the extrema excludes first and last image in every one of the octaves due 

to the fact that they do not have scale above and scale below respectively. 

The detection of the scale-space extrema results in too many candidate 

key-points, some of them are less useful and unstable [39]. 

 

                   Figure (2.9) The scale space of SIFT  [39]. 

ii. Second Step: Adetailed fit is performed to nearby data in order to 

find the precise location, ratio, and the scale of the principal 

curvatures. That information is useful to the points which are of low 

contrast or for every one of the candidate key-points, the 

interpolation of nearby data is utilized for the accurate estimation of 

the position. This interpolation is performed with the use of the 
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quadratic Taylor expansion of the scale-space function of the DoG, 

D(x,y, ) with candidate key-point as an origin. This Taylor 

expansion has been provided as in eq. (2.12) [39]:  (𝑥)         𝑥    𝑥       𝑥                      (2.12) 

D and its derivative values are assessed at candidate key-point and 

x=(x, y, σ) is off-set from that point. 

iii. Third Step: For every one of the key-points, one or several 

orientation values are assigned on the basis of the directions of the 

local image gradient. This is a beneficial step towards the 

achievement of the invariance to the rotations as a description of the 

key-points may be characterized based on that orientation and as a 

result, achieved the invariance to the rotations of the image. Initially, 

Gaussian-smoothed image L(x,y, ) at the key-point scale    will be 

taken in order to perform the computations in a scale-invariant way 

[39]. 

iv. Fourth Step : For a sample of the image L(x,y) at the scale  , 

orientation  (𝑥 𝑦), and gradient magnitude m(x,y), are pre-

computed with the use of the pixel differences in the following form: 

𝑚(𝑥 𝑦)  √(( (𝑥    𝑦)   (𝑥    𝑦))  ( (𝑥 𝑦   )   (𝑥 𝑦   ))       (2.13)  (𝑥 𝑦)      [ (     )  (     ) (     )  (     )]                         (2.14) 

2.7 Two dimensions Maximum Entropy Threshold Method 

Image segmentation and feature extraction represent the initial step in 

many applications in the area of image processing. Thresholding is an 

important and simple approach to feature extraction and image segmentation. 

One dimensional entropy thresholding does not take into consideration spatial 
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correlations amongst image pixels. This why, efficiency can rapidly worsen 

while spatial interactions between the pixels become of a higher level of 

dominance compared to the grey-level values. Thereby, it will become harder 

to separate objects from the background and it can be found that human 

interference is necessary, 2-D entropy thresholding utilizes the gray value of 

the pixel and its local mean gray value, thereby providing more sufficient 

results [40].  

The first step of 2D entropy thresholding segmentation is to build 2D 

histogram through computing the frequent occurrence of each pair of grey 

level of every one of the pixels and the neighborhood‟s mean grey-level value. 

The second step is to compute 2D entropy through the following formals:  

Suppose mi represents the number of the pixels in which the grey level 

value equals i. The likelihood of the grayscales has been characterized by the 

formula (a).     represents the number of the pixels where the value of the 

grayscale = i and the mean gray value = j. 

  ∑ 𝑚𝑖      ,  𝑝       ⁄                                                                (2.15) 

Assuming that s represents a pixel‟s gray value. Let t represent a mean 

gray value of the pixel. To a pair of the value (s, t), calculating information 

entropy has been characterized according to the formula (b) [44]: 

 (𝑠 𝑡)     (∑ ∑ 𝑝          )     (∑ ∑ 𝑝                  )  ∑ ∑                 ∑ ∑             
∑ ∑                         ∑ ∑                                                                                                   (2.16) 
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2.8 Shark Smell Optimization SSO Algorithm  

In general, each animal has capabilities ensuring their survival in nature. 

Some of the animal species have certain capabilities distinguishing them from 

other species. The detection of the prey and the hunter‟s movement in its 

direction are two significant aspects in the process of hunting. The animals 

which have the ability of finding their prey in a short period with an accurate 

movement, can be considered as successful hunters. Sharks are one of the 

most superior and well-known hunters in nature. Such superiority is a result of 

their capability in finding their prey in a short time, according to its strong 

sense of the smell in large search spaces. According to the abilities of that 

shark [42]. 

The shark smell optimization algorithm can be defined as a new meta-

heuristic algorithm that has been developed by Abedinia et al. (2014) [42]
. 
It 

has obtained inspiration from the sharks‟ superior hunting behaviors and their 

capability in sensing the prey‟s odor even from massive distances that can 

reach miles. In the case where the prey has been injured and its blood has been 

injected into the water,  a shark will smell the blood odor and move in the 

prey‟s direction. The shark‟s movement in the prey‟s direction is 

fundamentally based upon the blood odor‟s gradient and concentration in the 

particles of the water. In the case of the increase of the concentration with the 

movement of the shark, this will mean that this movement is correct. That 

behavior of the shark has been utilized in the algorithm of the SSO. The 

assumptions below have been made while modelling the sharks‟movements 

[42].  
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- 1- The prey has been injured and its blood has been injected in the sea (i.e. 

the environment of the search). Therefore, the prey movement‟s velocity 

will be low and can be neglected compared to the velocity of the shark. 

Which is why, the source (i.e. the prey) is assumed to be nearly steady.  

 2- The injection of the blood happens in a regular manner to the water and 

the impact of the flow of the water on distorting the particles of the odor can 

be disregarded.  

3- 3- There is only a single source of the blood (in other words, a single injured 

prey) in the shark‟s search environment. 

  The SSO algorithm has been depicted in Figure (2.10) in detail [45]. 

 

 

   Figure (2.10)   Flowchart of the SSO algorithm [45]. 
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The method of the SSO is briefly explained in following steps [43], [44]:  

  Initializing 

          The process of the search begins by the shark finding a smell of the 

odor particle of injured prey. An initial solution‟s population will be 

haphazardly produced in the potential environment of the seeking. Every 

one of them responds represents a potential shark‟s position. The vector of 

the starting position has been given by [43], [45]: 

       = ,                - and NP= size of the population      (2.17) 

          represents i-th starting location vector, in other words, ith initial 

potential solution. The speed of every one of the individuals of the populations 

is represented by: 

              = [                         ]  ,i=1,..,NP                   (2.18) 

where       is the j-th dimension of shark‟s i-th position or j-th decision 

variable of the i-th position of shark    ; and ND = number of the decision 

variables in the issue of the optimization [45].  Although, the relevant 

individual‟s objective function may be characterized by the OF (XNP) and is 

going to be conserved for every one of the individuals following the iteration. 

It is assumed that the initials of the algorithm at iteration 0 [44]. 

 Shark Movement Toward the Prey  

The phase that follows the initialization will be the shark‟s moving 

towards the prey to get is. Its movement comprises the forward movement as 

well as the rotational one. The shark is moving towards the prey in such a way 

that the odor concentrated and computed from: 

          =    𝑅   (  )   [       𝑚 𝑅          ]                   (2.19) 
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i = 1, ⋯, NP,  m = 1, ⋯,M, j = 1, ⋯,ND,     represents the coefficient 

of the gradient, ∇(OF) represents the objective function‟s gradient, m 

represents the number of stages, M represents maximal numbers of stages in 

the shark‟s forward movement,   , and am belongs to the interval of (0, 1], 

and R1&R2 are constants that have been generated randomly in the [0, 1] 

interval [44]. 

    There is a constraint for the speed of the shark, represented in the following 

form [44]: |      |  [   𝑅   (  )   |       𝑚 𝑟           |           ||]     (2.20) 

    Where i = 1, ⋯, NP , m = 1, ⋯, M, j = 1, ⋯, ND,  Parameter    indicates 

the higher current speed boundary concerning the previous speed. Every one 

of the constituents         of      will be calculated based on (Eq 2.20). For 

the shark‟s universal seeking, the evaluation of the updated position may be 

represented by: 𝐺                                                               (2.21) 

The m-th time interval stage is denoted by  𝑡𝑚  Therefore  the shark‟s local 

seeking may be characterized by[44]:          =𝐺      𝑅        𝟏                                   (2.22) 

     l = 1, ⋯,L, R3 represents a constant which has been randomly generated in 

the interval of (−1, +1); and L represents the number of points in every stage‟s 

local seek. The optimum values of points, studied in forward movements and 

the local search are selected by the shark and then modeled in the approaches 

of shark smell optimizations in the following form [44]:       =org max {  (𝐺     )   (        )      (        )}     (2.23) 

i =1, 2, ..  , NP                    
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2.9 Chaotic Logistic Map 

The present section discusses the chaotic maps which are employed in 

this thesis. The chaotic sequences have a variety of the beneficial 

characteristics of the applications based upon security. Those characteristics 

are:- (a) chaotic is a dynamic system in the discrete time for the generation of 

the complex sequences behaving in a random manner in a simple and easy 

way. (b) Chaotic signals are not random. However, they are known for being 

deterministic, this characteristic permits regenerating them. (c) Chaotic signals 

are of high initial condition sensitivity, which leads to the fact that any 

changes in the initial states will produce different sequences. This 

characteristic will make the prediction of the chaotic sequence by the attackers 

very difficult to regenerate them and raise the level of security. (d) The path of 

the chaotic sequence behaves randomly in the specific space, which will cause 

the impossibility of restoring that sequence in its particular space [46].  The 

chaotic maps are split into two categories, 1-D and multi-dimensional maps. In 

this subsection, discussed the logistics 3d chaotic maps. 

2.9.1 3d Logistic Chaotic Maps 

The 3D Logistic Formulation logistic map is used for increasing the 

encryption method‟s level of security. The 3-D map is detailed in the 

formula as given in equation (2.24,  2.25,  2.26)  as follows [47]:  𝑥      𝑥 (1-𝑥 )   𝑦   𝑥  𝑎𝑧                                          (2.24) 𝑦      𝑥 (1-𝑥 )   𝑧   𝑥  𝑎𝑥                                          (2.25) 𝑧      𝑥 (1-𝑥 )   𝑥   𝑥  𝑎𝑦                                         (2.26) 

There are 3 quadratic coupling constant characteristics obtainable 

for the strengthening of the security and complexity of the 3-D 
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Logistic maps. This system offers chaotic behavior in 0.0 < β < 0.022, 

3.530 < λ < 3.810, 0.0 < α < 0.015 and produces X & Z chaotic 

sequences in the [0, 1] range. 

 

2.10 Digital Signature   

          The digital signatures can be defined as the most secure and 

sophisticated electronic signature type. It performs a unique identification of 

the document‟sowner, in other words, it can identify who has sent that 

document. It is of comparable characteristics of the handwritten signatures. 

The digital signature is a cryptography application. Cryptography has been 

defined as the art of changing texts to unreadable forms. It has been generally 

classified into two categories, Symmetric, and Asymmetric Cryptography 

methods. Identical keys are utilized for the encryption of the data and the 

decryption of encrypted data in the symmetrical methods of cryptography, 

while the asymmetric cryptography methods have a pair of keys: the 

encryption is performed with the use of the Private Key and the Decryption is 

performed with the use of the Public key. The digital signatures use the hash 

function that performs the creation of the hash value and the Asymmetric 

cryptography that is referred to as the as public key cryptography (PKC) as 

well. One secret key is utilized for the encryption of the hash value that is 

referred to as the Digital Signature. No two persons can have identical 

signatures because every one of them will have a distinctive set of the PKC 

keys. The main digital signature objective is providing the data with security 

and validation [48].   
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2.11 Message digest 5 (MD5) Algorithm   

MD-5 is a message-digest algorithm type which has been proposed first 

in 1991 by R. Rivest. This algorithm operates by taking any length input and 

producing a digest output which is 128-bit long. The input which is obtained 

by the algorithm undergoes processing in a 512-bit block, which will later be 

split into 16 sub-blocks, every one of which is 32-bit long [49]. MD-5 function 

produces large information amounts to be compressed to confidential format 

and after that, the secret key will be signed with the digital signature [50]. 

Figure (2.11) is shown block diagrams of MD5 algorithm [51] and Figure 

(2.12) illustrated the general steps of MD5 algorithm [51]. 

 

Figure (2.11) The block diagrams of   MD5 algorithm [51]. 
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Figure (2.12) The general steps  of   MD5 algorithm [51]. 

   As shown in Figure (2.10), MD5 algorithm is consisted from five main steps 

illustrated as following [50, 51] : 

Step 1: Appending the padded bits  

The message will be filled in such a manner to congruent its length to 

448 mod 512. That padding is a single bit of 1, which is added into the 

message‟s end, followed with as many zeroes as needed until the length of the 

bits = 448 mod 512.  

Step 2: Appending the length   

         A 64-bit message length representation will be appended to result. This 

step to make the length of the message a precise multiple of 512 bits in the 

length.  

Step 3: Dividing the message   

The MD-5 performs the processing of the string of the input in blocks of 

512-bits long, splits it to 16 of the 32-bit sub-blocks. The algorithm‟s output 

represents a group of 4 of the 32-bit blocks, forming one 128- bit hash value.  
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Step 4: Initialization of the MD Buffer 

Four of the 32-bit variables will be initialized in this phase:    = 0𝑥01234567  𝐵 = 0𝑥89 𝐵  𝐸     = 0𝑥 𝐸𝐵   98    = 0𝑥76543210  

Those are referred to as the chaining variables.  

Step5 : Processing the Message   

       The algorithm‟s prime loop starts and proceeds for as many 512-bit blocks 

as are in that message. The 4 will be copied to the variety of the variables: a 

will get A, b will get B, c will get C, and d will get D. The basic loop is of 4 

rounds; which all are quite comparable. Every one of the series uses a different 

operation for 16 times. A non-linear function is performed by each operation 

on 3 of a, b, c, and d. After that, it will add that result to the right a variable 

number of bits and adds the result to one of a, b, c, and d. ultimately, the result 

will replace one of the a, b, c, and d. There are 4 of the non-linear functions:  𝐺( , ,𝑍) = (    𝑍)  (    (   𝑍))   ( , ,𝑍) = (    )   ((    )  𝑍)  𝐼( , ,𝑍) =    (    (   𝑍))  𝐻( , 𝑍) =       𝑍  

(   𝑖𝑠  𝑅,  𝑖𝑠    ,   𝑖𝑠   𝑅,   𝑖𝑠   𝑇)  
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Step 6: Output message  

      The digest will be represented as output: A, B, C, D. which means that the 

output will begin with A low order byte, and end with the high-order byte D. 

2.12 Random number generation tests 

           Randomness is related to several aspects of the computer sciences, 

particularly with the cryptography. This is why, the testing of randomness has 

a significant impact on the cryptography. Usually, the randomness is observed 

with sequences of the statistical tests. A very often utilized set is NIST 

Statistical Testing Suite [52]. Randomness tests have to be relatively fast due 

to the fact that they typically perform the processing of large data volumes. 

The tests are explained as follows: 

1-Approximate entropy  

            This test has been focused on finding the frequency of all of the 

potential overlapping patterns of m-bits long over the whole sequence of the 

bits. This test has the aim of comparing the overlapping blocks‟ frequency of 2 
successive/adjacent lengths (m&m+1) with a projected result for an arbitrary 

sequence. [53] 

2-Frequency Test in a Block  

           The focus of this test is evaluating the amount of the 1‟s in blocks of 
M–bits long. It aims at determining whether or not the rate of the 1‟s in that 
M-bit block is nearly M ÷ 2 as it would be anticipated under considering the 

randomness. For bock of M equal to 1 size, the frequency testing performs the 

degeneration to Frequency (Mono-bit) Testing. [54]. 

3-Cumulative Sums (Cusum) Testing  

          This testing is performed in the counting of maximum excursions (from 

0) of an arbitrary walk which has been characterized with cumulative 

summation of the adjusted digits (-1, +1) in a bit-sequence. This test aims at 

determining if the cumulative summation of partial sequences which occur in 

a tested sequence is excessively small or excessively large compared with the 
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predicted behavior of cumulative summation for the arbitrary sequences, the 

random walk excursion has to be close to 0. For specific non-random sequence 

types, this random walks‟ excursion from 0 is going to be high. [54] 

4-Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Test  

         An impulse‟s FFT at origin is unchanged in the domain of the 
transformation. In the discrete forms, impulse is a non-0 sample of the REAL 

[0]. The program for the testing performs the calculation of the DFT of the 

eight-element vector. The resulting value has to be constant in the domain of 

the transformation; in such case, 8 of the real values, each one of which equals 

0.1250 [55] 

5-Frequency Test  

          The focus of this test is an evaluation of the amount of 0„s and 1‟s for 
the whole sequence. This testing aims at the determination of whether the rate 

of the 1‟s and 0‟s in the sequence is nearly equal, In the same way, it would be 

predicted for a sequence with actual randomness. This test performs the 

assessment of how close the fraction of the 1‟s is to 0.50, which means that the 
amount of the 1‟s and the 0‟s in a sequence have to be approximately equal. 
[54]. 

6-Lempel-Ziv Testing of Compression 

          This test is responsible for the determination of the degree to which it is 

possible to compress the tested sequence, which can be viewed as non-random 

in the case where it may be highly compressed. [54]. 

7-Runs Test  

       This test performs a measuring of the whole amount of the runs in a 

sequence, in which the run can be considered as an uninterrupted stream of 

similar bits. A k-long run includes precisely k of the similar bits and it is 

bounded before and after by an opposite value bit. The aim of this testing is 

the determination of whether the amount of the runs of 0‟s and 1‟s of different 
length values is like it is predicted for the arbitrary sequence. Particularly, it 

performs the determination of whether the oscillation between those 1‟s and 
0‟s is too slow or fast.[54]. 
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8-Serial Test  

      This testing determines whether or not the number of the occurrences of 2 

mm-bit overlap patterns is nearly equal to what it would be anticipated for the 

random bit-stream. The random sequences are uniform; which means that each 

one of the m-bit patterns has an equal possibility to appear as other patterns of 

m-bits long. For the case where m is equal to 1, this test can be considered as 

equivalent to Frequency Testing. [53]. 
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Chapter Three 

The Proposed System 

 

3.1 Introduction 

  This chapter is focusing on the implementation requirements and 

design considerations of the proposed system. The proposed system: 

(document signature using ESSO Algorithm) is associated with many 

technologies that rely on extracting palm and sclera print features as keys 

using security approaches. These keys are used as a digital signature for 

documents.  

3.2 The Proposed System 

In figure (3.1),will be  illustrate a general block diagram of the 

proposal system. 

 

Figure (3.1) : The Proposed Block Diagram of the  document 

signature using hybrid identification systems. 
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   Generally, the proposed hybrid identification model includes two 

proposed systems: sclera identification system and palm identification 

system as illustrated in Figure (3.1) Each of these identification systems 

has different pre-processing steps than the other to extract features from 

its biometrics and meet in the Enhancement Shark Small Optimization 

(ESSO) algorithm to find the best coordinates in the secret image  that 

used in stream key producing, and finally apply stream key in digitald 

signature using the MD5 algorithm.  

 

3.2.1 The Proposed Sclera Identification System 

In Figure (3.2), we clarify a general block diagram of the proposed 

Sclera identification system  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.2):  Block Diagram of the Proposed Sclera Identification 

System. 
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As shown in Figure (3.2),  the  sclera identification system includes 

four stages, these stages are:   

3.2.1.1   Input Stage or (Load sclera Image) 

   The first stage in the proposed sclera identification system is the load 

sclera image form dataset  in RGB color form with (.tiff) image type The 

{UBIRIS.v2}: A Database of Visible Wavelength Images Captured On-

The-Move and At-A-Distance "Department of Computer Science, 

University of Beira Interior,  Covilha , Portugal [56]. 

3.2.1.2   Image Pre-Processing Stage 

 The preprocessing stage is necessary to prepare the input image for 

further processing. This stage consists of four steps: Morphology dilate 

operation, binary, binary morphology octagonal structure, and remove 

noise as shown in subsection (i, ii, iii, and iv).  

i. Morphology Dilation Operation 

  Dilation operations that process images based on the shapes. This 

step aims to make an object (white area) more visible, fills in small 

holes in objects, and remove small regions which considered as 

unimportant areas or noise on the resulting image and keep the useful 

areas for processing in the next steps. A dilation operation expands the 

image pixels and extended the object boundaries by adding pixels to it 

. For more, the result pixel value is equal to the maximum value of all 

the neighborhood pixels. The Algorithm (3.1) is illustrated the dilation 

operation in details.  

Algorithm (3.1): Dilation Operation  

Input:  image bin , Kernel 

Output: output image 

Begin   
Step 1:for each element in image  do 

Step 2: get neighborhood from element base on kernel  do  
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Step 3: for  each elem_neigh in neighborhood  do  

Step 4 :if elem_neigh=0 then  

                elem_neigh=255 

           else  

                continue   
           endif  

End Algorithm      

       In Algorithm (3.1), the dilation operation takes two inputs. (1) 

sclera image in (RGB) format is input to the dilation morphology 

operation algorithm. (2) a  structuring element or (kernel) which is a set 

of coordinate pixels. The dilation operation results in a grayscale image. 

Figure (3.3) clarifies an example of the dilation of an input image with 

kernel size 3×3, so the offset value at each pixel location in the kernel is 

added to the value of its corresponding pixel in the source image. This 

yields a sum for each pixel location in the kernel. The result is the 

maximum of these sums replaced with process pixel. 

 

Figure (3.3): Example of a 3x3 dilation kernel for a single 

destination pixel: a) Source Image,b) kernel 3*3, c) intermedia results 

,and d) output image 

https://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/strctel.htm
https://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/kernel.htm
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   Figure (3.4) is illustrated as an example of effect that caused by the 

kernel resizing through dilation operation of the original sclera image. 

       

                                                    (a) 

  

(b) 

 
 

(c ) 

 

 

(d) 

  

(e) 

 

Figure (3.4) :An Example of dilation operation ,(a) input image with its 

histogram ,(b) dilation image with kernel[3*3] with its histogram, (c) 

dilation image with kernel[5*5] with its histogram ,(d) dilation image 

with kernel[7*7] with its histogram ,(e) dilation image with kernel[9*9] 

with its histogram. 
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   As shown in figure (3.4) the proposed system gives flexibility to apply 

dilation operation with varying size of kernel ={[3*3],[5*5],[7*7],[9*9], 

},the consequence of this process is to set the foreground color to any 

back pixels that have an adjacent front pixel (assuming 8 connections). 

These pixels should lie on the edges of the white areas, so the practical 

result is that the front areas grow (and the holes inside the area contract). 

When the mask size increase the Whiteness of the result image in the 

front areas is increase .  

ii. Convert to Binary Image  

   The result of previous step is a  grayscale image, in this step convert 

it to binary using the threshold value, where the threshold value =128. 

This step aims to produce a binary image consist from the black pixel 

with value (0) and white pixel with value (255) through  scanning a 

whole  pixels of the greyscale image and test each  value of the pixel; 

if it is greater or equal than the value of threshold  then set the pixel to 

white color (255) otherwise set this pixel to black color (0) as shown 

in Algorithm (3.2) and Figure (3.5).   

Algorithm (3.2): Binary Step 

Input : sclera image in RGB color ,iw: weight , ih:hight ,threshold =128  

Output: binary image 

Begin 
 Step 1: convert image to binary  

             for each elementR , elementG, elementB in image  do 

                      tem =( elementR + element+ element) / 3 

                      IF (tem > threshold) Then  

                             im=0;   //Background color is 0 

                      Else  

                            im =1;   //The foreground color is 1 

                      Endif  

                Endfor 

Step 2: //determined object using white pixel and back ground black  pixel   

             for each element in im do 
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                   if (element =1) then  

                        bm.SetPixel(Black)  

                   Else 

                        bm.SetPixel(white) 

                   End if  

              Endfor  

End Algorithm      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 

 (3.5): Example of Binary Step with Threshold Value = 128. 

 

100 101 100 223 223 220 

255 255 255 93 50 93 

223 223 223 223 223 224 

220 255 255 255 255 255 

 

Input Image after 

apply dilation 

technique 

0 0 0 1 1 1 

1 1 1 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Convert color image to binary image 

0 0 0 255 255 255 

255 255 255 0 0 0 

255 255 255 255 255 255 

255 255 255 255 255 255 

 

Make color of object white  

 

Output binary image 
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iii. Binary Morphology Octagonal Structure Step 

  The third step in preprocessing image is the morphology octagonal 

structure which is a type of Erosion operation. This step aims to 

enhancement the edges of the image, create a harmonious, and gap -

free object. The Octagon kernel size is 5×5, this octagonal kernel 

values multiply by values of a binary image obtained in the previous 

step as shown in Algorithm (3.3)  

     Algorithm (3.3): Binary Morphology Octagonal Structure Step 

Input : Binary image 

Output: Bitmap image  

Begin  

Step1: morph_Erosion =[   
                                                   ]  

  
 ,morph_ Dilation=[   

                                                   ]  
  
 

Step2: GrayErode 

             For each elementR   in image  do 
                  min= 255 

                  get neighborhood from element base on offse do  

                  For each Xcolor,Y   in neighborhood,morph_Erosion do 

                        Z=Xcolor-Y 

                        If  Z<min  then min = Xcolor   

                  End For   

                  resultBitmap.SetPixel(min)             

             End for  

Step3: GrayDilate 

             For each elementR   in image  do 

                  Max= 0 

                  get neighborhood from element base on offse do  

                  For each Xcolor,Y in neighborhood,morph_Erosion do 

                        Z=Xcolor-Y 

                        If  Z > Max then Max = Xcolor   

                  End For   

                  resultBit.SetPixel(Max)             

             End for 

 End algorithm 
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iv. Remove Noise Step 

 The binary image resulting from the previous pre-processing steps, 

after applying the morphological processes (dilation and erosion) is a 

harmonious image, but the noise problem remains at the edges in the 

image, so the edges of the cropped image are not important for the 

sclera image. Further, we get rid of this problem by filling the area 

outside the given boundary by using (flood fill algorithm) as clarified 

in the Algorithm (3.4).  

  

Algorithm (3.4): Remove Noise using Flood Fill using  

 4-connectivity. 

Input : Binary image  

Output: Bitmap image  

Begin  

Step 1: Initialize the value of seed pixel (seedx, seedy), fill-color and default-color. 

Step 2: Define the boundary values of the polygon  

Step 3: Check if the current seed pixel is of default color, then repeat the steps 4 

              and 5 till the boundary pixels reached.  

Step 4: Change the default color with the fill color at the seed pixel 

Step5:  Foreach  four neighborhood pixels do 

              FloodFill (seedx – 1, seedy, fill-color, default-color) 

              FloodFill (seedx + 1, seedy, fill-color, default-color) 

              FloodFill (seedx, seedy - 1, fill-color, default-color) 

              FloodFill (seedx – 1, seedy + 1, fill-color, default-color) 

              End for 

End algorithm 
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      The color of the object is different from color of its boundary, so in a 

flood fill technique picks a pixel internal an object (white area) and Initial 

fill until it reaches the boundaries of the object, where the fill color 

represents the same color as the object and is white. The Algorithm (3.4) 

depends on 4-conduct technology to fill in pixels, while searching for 

bord color; it searches for all adjacent pixels that are part of the interior. 

     In the 4-connect technique arranged neighbor pixels by placing the 

pixels up, down, to the right, and the left side of the process pixel and this 

processed will go on until the algorithm detects a boundary with various 

colors. Figure (3.6) shows example of flood fill algorithm with 4-connect 

technique of binary sclera image. 

     

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure (3.6):An Example of Remove Noise using Flood Fill 

using 4-connectivity (a) Binary sclera image,(b) Binary sclera image 

without noise. 

3.2.1.3   Find Object Stage using Localization technique 

  The third stage in proposed sclera identification system is found object. 

In this step, each unnecessary object (small) and does not relate to main 

one should be eliminated. In Figure (3.7) the object can be identified by 
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considering it as a matrix. The values in this matrix can be obtained from 

true and false answers by using the Boolean algorithm. Next, the white 

color pixels will be neighbored to each other in a separate layer as a 

group. These pixels configure non-uniformly, they may take place most 

left or right and top and bottom in each layer once they are set to true. 

However, is considered a layer that has a big number of true cases 

(values).  

 

Figure (3.7): Schematic Structure for the Identifying Process, (a) the 

objects are detected, (b) the objects are separated into layers, (c) the 

objects are corrected, (d) the objects are redrawn, and (e) the largest 

object is chosen as sclera image. 
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    Algorithmically, the splitting process can be achieved depending on the 

whiteness and the darkness in targeted images. For sclera image, the 

region the sclera as white color. Thus, it is simple to identify this color 

since the targeted images are binary image type and contain low noise. In 

other words, the white color in the sclera is represented by logic “1”. In 

another method, once the denoised image is a gray-scale image, the 

threshold value should be stable on a certain value then compare all 

objects with it in order to convert the image from gray-scale into binary 

one. After that, the whiteness or darkness regions can be detected by 

identifying the logic “1” from logic “0” to form image. The Algorithm 

(3.5) is illustrated in details in the detection sclera image. Figure (3.8) 

shows an example of finding an object in binary sclera image.   

 

Algorithm (3.5): Find Object algorithm 

Input : Binary sclera Image 

Output: Sclera part 

Begin 
Step 1: Read the binary image.   

Step 2: Use Boolean algebra to add each threshold pixel (object).    

Step 3: If the result is true then is logic “1”, otherwise is logic “0”.   
Step 4: Applied steps 3 and 4 on every layer.    

 Step 5: In each layer, change every logic “0” to logic “1” in each set 
has large number of logic “1”.    
Step 6: The set that has the biggest number of adjacent logic “1” 
represents the white part.   

 Step 7: Change every other logic “1” objects to logic “0”.  
 Step 8: All other sets denote the black part.  

 Step 9: Configure the white part image by drawing all objects of the 

biggest set. 

Step10: Obtain the white part image 

Step11: Configure the black part image by drawing all objects of other 

sets 

Step12: Obtain the black part image. 

End algorithm 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure (3.8): An Example of output of find object step when No. of 

object =4 (a) Binary image ;(b) sclera objects. 

3.2.1.4   Feature Extraction Stage 

  The final stage in the proposed sclera identification system is feature 

extraction using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). This step 

aims for detecting energy points or key points in the important area 

(object) that is founded in the previous step, also this step supplies a set 

of “important features or energy point” and “characterize/describe” of the 

tiny image area  around the energy point. The features that detected using 

the SIFT algorithm are invariant to using for image matching. Figure 

(3.9) illustrates an example of the output of feature extraction by using 

the SIFT Algorithm. 

   

(a) (b) (c ) 

Figure (3.9): An Example of SIFT algorithm (a) Sclera object;(b) 

Determined key points of sclera Area;(c)  description [No, Location(x,y) 

,Size, angle ,octave ] 
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3.2.2 The Proposed Palm Authentication System 

 Figure (3.10) illustrates block diagram of the proposed palm 

identification system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.10): Block Diagrams of the  proposed  palm Identification 

System. 

As presented in Figure (3.10) the proposed palm authentication system 

includes three stages, these stages are:   

3.2.2.1   Input Stage or (Load Palm Image) 

 The first step in the proposed palm authentication system is load palm 

image from data set in RGB color form with bmp type the 

THUBALMLAP database  The Tsinghua Palm print Database. Tsinghua 

University in Beijing China .This database contains 1,280 palm print 

images from 80 subjects (two palms per person and eight impressions per 

palm) captured using a commercial palm print scanner of  Hisign. All the 

palm print images are of 2040x2040 pixels and 500 ppi. [21 ]. 

 

 

Load Image Stage 

Gary Scale Median Filter 

Pre-processing Stage 

Entropy 

 

Feature 

Extraction 
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3.2.2.2   Image Pre-Processing Stage 

 The pre-processing stage is necessary to make the palm image suitable 

for further processing. In this proposed system, the palm image 

preprocessing consists of three steps: Convert the image from RGB to 

grayscale image, use the Median filters to enhancement image and finally 

apply maximum 2d entropy thresholding to find the best threshold to 

input palm image as shown in subsection (i, ii, and iii).  

i. Convert input palm image to Grayscale color space 

The first step in preprocessing palm image is the transform it 

into grayscale. This process allows the proposed system to 

reduce the color space applied for recording information 

obtained in the image. The color pixels demand 24 bits to be fit 

to represent the various layers of colors, but the grayscale image 

need only 8 bits for each pixel. Algorithm (3.6) shows the 

implementation stages to convert palm RGB color to grayscale 

color image. 

Algorithm (3.6): Convert to Grayscale Image. 

Input :Color  Palm image  

Output : Grayscale Palm image  

Begin 
Step1: read palm image from database pixel by pixel. 

Step2: apply equation (2. 1) on each pixel of palm image. 

Step3: return gray scale image. 

End Algorithm 

 

ii. Apply Median Filter on Grayscale Palm Image 

  Each pixel in the palm image has gray value, this value is very close to 

neighboring pixels, and the pixels of the edge have the same 

characterizes. If the pixel value is greater or less than the value in the 
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neighborhood, the pixel is polluted with noise, else that the pixels are ripe 

in the remove noise operation, each pixel in palm image hack 

sequentially, if the results of compared with average value in the mask 

are greater or equal, then decided that the pixel is ripe with noise and 

replace it with the average value of the mask; else keep the value of the 

original pixel without change. The benefits of this method to decrease the 

calculations time, but also keeps the image details as farther away. The 

value of the original pixel is an exchange with the average value of the 

mask as introduce in the Algorithm (3.7). Figure (3.11) illustrates the 

Global Median filter on the Palm Grayscale image. 

Algorithm (3.7): Apply Median filter on Palm Grayscale image. 

Input : Grayscale Plame Image ,Median Mask [k,k] 

Output : filtered Gray Palm Image 

Begin 
Step 1: For each pixel in input image 

             Sort neighbors pixel values in the mask [k,k] 

             Pick the middle one in the sorting list 

             Replace the pixel value with median one  

            End for 

End algorithm      

 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure (3.11): An example of the Apply Median Filter with mask size 

[3*3] on Palm Image (a) Grayscale image with its histogram ,(b) Filtered 

image with its histogram. 

iii. Maximum Entropy Threshold 

 The final step in the pre-processing stage of the palm identification 

system is apply entropy method on a filtered palm image. The aim of this 

step is to obtain processed data to extract a few significant features from 

the palm image. Two dimensions' maximum entropy threshold method is 

utilized for analyzing palm models and extracting features from them. 

Entropy is utilizing to quantum the amount of noise data. Entropy is 

known in expression of the probabilistic behavior of original information.  

This proposed system is using 2D maximum entropy threshold method. 

     The first step in this method is found the 2D histogram for the input 

grayscale palm image. The histogram is normalized and the entropy 

equation that mentioned in (2.8) is calculated in the range (0-255). It 

represents the start and end. A new histogram will have to compute for 

the entropy function results. The histogram will be equalized and the 

value of the maximum entropy is taken from the outcome. The  

Algorithm (3.8) illustrates entropy steps in details. 

Algorithm (3.8): Entropy algorithm 

 

Input: Image Grey call Grey   

Output : image Equilized call EquilizeH2D  

Begin 
Step1:for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)    HiGrey[i] = 0 

Step2:find Hisgram Image Grey   

        For all(i=0,j=0;i< Grey.Width , j< Grey.Higth ; i++ , j++) 

           HiGrey[Grey[i, j]] =  HiGrey[Grey[i, j]] +1; 

        Endfor  

Step3:Hisgram Normalize 

      for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)  

         HiGreyN[i] = HiGrey[i]/(Grey.Width * Grey.Higth) 
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      Endfor 

Step4:Calculate Entropy of 2D histogram 

      Sum_prob_1k = 0 

      Sum_prob_kl = 0 

      Sum_prob_ln_1k = 0 

      Sum_prob_ln_kl = 0 

      for (k = 0; k < 256; k++) 

         for(i = 1; i < k; i++) 

           Sum_prob_1k = Sum_prob_1k + HiGreyN[i] 

           if (HiGreyN[i] != 0)  

             Sum_prob_ln_1k= Sum_prob_ln_1k + (HiGreyN[i] * 

Log(HiGreyN[i])) 

         End for   

         for (int i = k; i < 256; i++) 

              Sum_prob_kl = Sum_prob_kl  + HiGreyN[i]; 

              if (HiGreyN[i] != 0)  

                 Sum_prob_ln_kl = Sum_prob_ln_kl +(HiGreyN[i] 

*Log(HiGreyN[i]) 

          end for  

          EiGrey[k] =Log(Sum_prob_1k) +  

                     Log(Sum_prob_kl)- 

                     (Sum_prob_ln_1k/Sum_prob_1k)- 

                     (Sum_prob_ln_kl/ Sum_prob_kl) 

                if (EiGrey[k] < 0) EiGrey[k] = 0;  

      end for       

Step5  Entropy Max Pos 

     for(i=0; i < 256; i++) 

         if (EiGrey[i] > tmp) 

               tmp = EiGrey[i]; 

               max_pos = i 

         endif  

      end for  

      for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) 

        if (i <= tmp) HiGrey[ i] = 0; 

        if (i > tmp )HiGrey[i] = 255 

     end for  

Step6 apply for image  

      For all(i=0,j=0;i< Grey.Width , j< Grey.Higth ; i++ , j++) 

       EquilizeH2D.Pset.(I,j) HiGrey[1, Grey[i, j]] 

        Endfor  

End algorithm 
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3.2.2.3   Feature Extraction Stage 

  The final stage in the proposed Palm identification system is feature 

extraction using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). This step 

aims for detecting energy points or key points in palm image that are 

resulting in the previous step, also this step supplies a set of “features” 

that “characterize/describe” a tiny image area around the pixel which are 

[No, location of key points [x, y], size, angle and octaves] . Figure (3.12) 

clarifies the example of the feature extraction of the palm image by using 

SIFT algorithm.  

 

(a) 

dox:sift;
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure (3.12): Example of Feature Extraction of Palm Image using SIFT 

Algorithm(a)Binary Entropy image, (b) Four octaves of image, (c) energy 

point of image, (d) description [No, Location(x,y) ,Size, angle, octave ]. 

     

3.2.3 The Proposed Hybrid Identification System 

    As shown in section (3.2), the proposed hybrid identification system 

consists of four main stages: (Preprocessing, enhancement shark smell 

optimization (SSO) algorithm based on 3d logistic chaotic function, and 

generate stream key and digital signature by  using MD5 algorithm). The 

main stages of the proposed hybrid identification system are illustrated as 

following „sub-sections (i, ii, iii, and iv)”. 

i.  Preprocessing stage 

 The first stage in the proposed hybrid is preprocessing of both sclera and 

palm image, this step consists of two parts: The first part represents the 

proposed sclera identification system as clarifies in section (3.2.1) to get 

(key point and their description) of sclera image, and the Second part 
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represents the proposed palm identification system as clarifies in section 

(3.2.2) to get (key point and their description) of the palm image.  

ii. The Proposed Enhanced Shark Smell Optimization 

Algorithm (ESSO) based on 3d Logistic Chaotic Function: 

Figure (3.13) shows a  block diagram of the ESSO algorithm based on 

3d logistic function. 

 

Figure (3.13) : General Block diagram of ESSO Algorithm based on 3d 

logistic Chaotic Map. 
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As shown in the block diagram of the proposed ESSO algorithm, 

firstly generating a sequence of random numbers as illustrated in the 

Algorithm (3.9), This sequence is representing the random parameter 

of ESSO to increase the randomization of the original SSO algorithm 

as illustrated and find the best solution in a faster time. 

Algorithm (3.9):  Generate random number based 3d logistic maps  

Input       set of parameter of the 3d logistic maps 

                      = 3.6      ,  where   3.53 <    < 3.81 

                      =0.0001 , where   0       <   < 0.002 

              a=0.0012 , where   0       <   < 0.002 

             x0 = 0.5      // initial value for x 

                   y0 = 0.001  // initial value for y 

                   z0 = 0.8      // initial value for z 

                   iteration =100  

                   [] x  array 1d of integer number 

                   []y   array 1d of double number   

Output: databased (RowCount, x, y, z, x) 

Begin 
           

Step1 for i = 0 to iteration 

            { 

               Logistic _ x1 =  apply equation (2. 24 ) 

               Logistic _ y1  =  apply equation (2. 25 ) 

               Logistic _ z1  =  apply equation (2.  26) 

               Databased.Add ( RowCount, x0, y0, z0, x0)// for first element 

in databased 

                x[i] = i 

                y[i] = x0 

                x0 = Logistic _ x1 

                y0 = Logistic _ y1 

                z0 = Logistic _ z1 

         Databased.Add ( RowCount, x0, y0, z0, x0)       

      } 

Return databased (RowCount, x, y, z, x) 

  

   In this work, we use two biometric images. Each of them has different 

features from another, Thuse the combination between them is done by 
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drooping all features on an image at the same time these features are 

classified into  strong or weak features , Hemce we determine the 

strongest features for both biometrics images by using ESSO. The ESSO 

needs to create a suitable environment to work on it. , This is done by 

getting the feature or (key point) that is extracted from sclera 

identification system and feature or (key point) that is extracted from 

palm identification system. The connected between these features by 

dropping them on the image is called secret image for shoring referred as 

(SI) as shown in Figure (3.14), where yellow pixel represent shark 

location get from Keypoint of sclera-identification system and all blue 

pixels represent fish location get from Keypoints of palm identification 

systems. 

 

Figure (3.14): Example of dropping Features on Baboon Image  

      After Dropping all key points on the secret image, the secret image 

(SI) represents the search space that used by ESSO algorithm to find a set 

of optimal solutions through takes an initial key point extracted from the 

sclera biometric as the primary location for the shark to use in searching 

for fish locations, where the fish locations represent the key points 

extracted from the palm biometric, each a fish eaten by a shark represents 

a solution.  
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  In the  search space of ESSO, the shark moves toward the fish, so the 

search algorithm provides the shark with only two movements 

(movement and rotation). The shark can be reach to fish directly, also,  it 

can move to the left or right to detect the nearest location to reach the 

target (fish). To achieve this propose, ESSO depends on specific steps to 

move to the right or the left as follows:   

1- Determined locations of both shark for example, let  x = 

{16,25}and fish  f = {2,18} 

2- Determined sharks neighbors with mask size [3*3] for example 

sharks neighbors = {X= 15, Y = 24}, {X=15, Y = 25} , {X=15,  Y 

=26} 

, {X = 16, Y = 24}, {X = 16, Y = 26} , {X = 17, Y = 24},{X = 17, 

Y = 25} , {X = 17, Y = 26} 

3- compute the distance between each shark neighbors location and 

fish location by using equation (3.1) 

            Local distance=  √(     )   (     )        ----Eq(3.1) 

4- Find the minimum distance value of all Local distance value of the 

shark's neighbors, for example min distance for location {17,24} 

the location of shark replaced with its neighbor's that has min local 

distance.  

Algorithm (3.10) shows details of proposed ESSO algorithm.  

Algorithm (3.10):  ESSO Algorithm based on  3d Logistic Chaotic Map. 

Input : energy points  description, Is   //secret image ,random number 

Output: dataset(No, location, fitness value) 

Begin 

Step 1: load secret image Is 

Step 2: Get location of the first key point from sclera identification system 
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             and considered it as shark location and get location of all key points 

             from palm identification system  and considered as fishes  

Step 3: Randomly distributed all key points of on  Is 

Step  4: Find mean value for ( Is) 

Step 5: For Each pixel in  Is  

             Fitness.pixel [x,y] =(pixel[x,y].value – mean)2/( Is high *  Is width) 

            object_function.pixel[x,y] = R1 * αk* pixel [x,y].fitness; 

            end for            

Step 6: Get SSO algorithm parameter which are: NP,    ,       Kmax; mask, 

Step 7:Set NP=23442, ND=50,       η=1,Kmax=10 ,K=1,                                               

Step 8: Generate R1,R2,and R3 

Step 9: Generate the initial population     = [                ] 
Step 10: Compute objective function OF(  )           
 10-1      neighbor = get neighbors of shark location (xPoint.X , xPoint.Y, 

mask) 

 10-2      Get distance between neighbors of shark neighbors pixel [x1,y1] and  

              fishpixel    [x2,y2] 

               a =              -              

               b=              -              

               Distance =√            

  10-3     Get minimum Distance 

Step 11: Calculate the initial velocity vectors  

                  = ηk.R1 (  )/    

Step 12: while (k<= Kmax) 

               For i=1 to NP  

               |    |     [|        (  )  |                     |         |] 
                                  ,where k=1,..,kmax and i=1,.. NP 

               End for 

               K=k+1 

              End while 

Step13:The best position of shark in the last step (kmax) which has minimum  

             (OF) value is selected as final solution for optimization algorithm      

            |    |     [|        (  )  |                     |         |] 
             where k=1,..,kmax ; i=1,.. NP; j=1,..ND 

End algorithm      
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iii. The Proposed Generate Stream Key Algorithm 

  In this step, proposed an efficient algorithm to generate a 

cryptographic key with variable length using a set of optimal 

solutions which are founded in the previous step. The 

Algorithm (3.11) illustrateS details to generate the key. 

Algorithm (3.11): Key Generating 

Input : dataset(No, location, fitness value, objective value) , kmax=10 

Output: Stream key 

Begin  

 Step 1:For k=0 to kmax  

             String xkey = ""; 

             xkey = Convert location of (init_point.X )to binary 

             xkey += Convert location of( init_point.y )to binary 

             xkey += Convert(data[0][init_point.X][init_point.Y].fitness) to  

              binary 

             xkey+=Convert(data[0][init_point.X][init_point.Y].object_function  

) 

             to binary 

             end for  

           return key stream =xkey 

 End algorithm          

    

     In Algorithm (3.11), we convert a solution location [x, y] that is 

founded by using ESSO algorithm to binary as well as convert the 

value of its fitness and objective function  to binary  as the following 

example: Let assume location .point be [40,6] then:  

1- Xkey= convert (40) to binary="01000110 00111101 01100110 100110 

10010 1110 10 0111101011001101001101001011101" 
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2- Xkey += convert (6) to binary ="101000110001111010110011 010 

0110100101110100111101011001101 0011010 01011101 " 

3- Fitness value of (point [40,6]) is  0.056299555724630933 

Convert (0.056299555724630933) to binary= "1010001100011 1101  

01001101001101001011101001111010110011010011010 01011101" 

4- objective value of (point [40,6])  is 0.056299555724630933 

Convert (0.056299555724630933) to binary= "1010001100011 

11010110011010011010010111010011110101100110100110 1 0 0 

1011101". 

 

   The length of generating stream key depending on the number of 

iterations of the proposed ESSO algorithm. Figure (3.16) shows an 

example of a stream secret key that is generated by using the Algorithm 

(3.11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.16): An Example of a stream key. 

 

 

1010011100011110110110010001100000010001100111101101100100011000000100011
1100010000001100010011011011110011000100000011000100110110111100011100101
1010001100011110101100110100110100101110100111101011001101001101001011101
1011101001011001011001101011110010111010010110010110011010111100011000101
1001111000011100000110001100010011111110100111000001100011000100111111101
1011111110010001100011000001110010111111100100011000110000011100001111001
1001101000011110100101100100000101100001000111101001011001000001011000010
0100001101000001001101001011110001000011010000010011010010111100001011001
1001011000011101100101100111111101000010100111011001011001111111010000101
1010000101111111001101001101110010100001011111110011010011011100001101001
1001001010011110011100011110100010011010000111100111000111101000100110100
0010110010001011110001110011110000101100100010111100011100111100101001001
1000111000011110001011010011111100001010000111100010110100111111000010100
0010100001111110010110100011110000101000011111100101101000111100001110001
1001001010011110001011010011111100001010001000110000111000100000000000000
0000000000000010001110000110001000101000011111100101101000111100101001001
1001011100011110100110111011101001011101000111101001101110111010010111010
0101110100101110111011001011110001011101001011101110110010111100011101001 
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iv.  Document signature using MD5 algorithm 

  The final step in the proposed hybrid identification system is a 

document signature by using the MD5 algorithm as shown in subsection 

(2.11) based on the stream cipher key that produced in previous step. The 

document selects to approve it for signature, and requests from proposed 

system the digital signature program to sign it.  
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Chapter Four 

Implementation and Results 

4.1 Introduction 

     This chapter is dedicated to present the results and tests that evaluate 

the proposed system. The experimental tools are used in the proposed system , 

which contains image  preprocessing  for both (sclera and palm identification 

system), SIFT algorithm, enhanced shark small optimization (ESSO) 

algorithm, key stream generation , and document signature using the MD5 

algorithm.                                                                                                                                       

4.2 System Implementation 

The implementing of the proposed system is using a 

programming language (#C) and applied in windows ten (Win10) 

operating system. (#C) Language deals with an easy path to access the 

image data of every digital image format. A software language first 

appeared in 2000 by Microsoft. The programming language (#C) is 

similar to Java language, as it is fast, and simple, and running on 

windows. C# Language with version Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 

Visual, and Microsoft 2016. 

4.3 Results of the Proposed Sclera–Identification System 

        The proposed system results will show sequentially in “subsections: 

(4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4)”.  

 4.3.1 Loading Original Images 

The following table, Table (4.1) obtains eight samples of the sclera images in 

RGB color space and (.tiff) image type with resolution 12.7 MP that selected 
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from the UBIRIS.V2 database to be implemented in the sclera identification 

system. The {UBIRIS.v2}: A Database of Visible Wavelength Images 

Captured On-The-Move and At-A-Distance "Department of Computer 

Science, University of Beira Interior,  Covilha , Portugal.[56] 

As shown in table (4.1) , the main reason for choosing eye images is that the 

direction of view is to the right or left, so that the white area inside the eye is 

greater and it is possible to extract more features from this area. 

Table (4.1): Original sclera Image samples. 

Image  

.ID 

Original  

Sclera 

image 

Frequency  Image  

.ID 

Original  

Sclera 

image 

Frequency  

#1 

  

#5 

  

#2 

 
 

#6 

  

#3 

 
 

#7 

  

#4 

  

#8 
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4.3.2    Sclera Image Pre-Processing Stage 

             The results of sclera image preprocessing consist of four 

steps: Morphology dilate operation, convert image to binary, binary 

morphology octagonal structure, and remove noise as shown in 

subsection (i, ii, iii, and iv) 

 

i. Results of the Morphology Dilation Operation 

       RGB sclera image converted into sclera dilation image based on  

filter size  , the filter size has been determined by try and test that 

value is taken between (3*3,5*5,7*7,9*9,11*11,13*13,15*15), The 

best value is chosen for the filter size that fits to image which is [3*3], 

converting color image into grayscale image is adopted for two 

reasons, firstly is to speed up the operation, secondly is producing 

image more smoothing by the separated areas are connecting with 

distances smaller than the structural element size. Table (4.2) 

illustrated the results of morphology dilation operation on test image 

with different filter sizes. 

 

Table (4.2): Results of Morphology Dilation Operation of a Sclera Image 

Image  

.ID 

Filter 

Size 

[k*k]  

Dilation Sclera 

 image  

Frequency  

#1 [3*3] 
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#2 [5*5] 

  

#3 [7*7] 

  

#4 [9*9] 

  

#5 [11*11] 

  

#6 [13*13] 

  

#7 [15*15] 
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ii. Results of Convert Sclera Image to Binary  

          Table (4.3) shows the results of converting the grayscale dilation sclera 

with a filter size [3*3] into the binary image based on a global threshold value 

(128) to simplify the separation of object (sclera or white area) and its 

background within an image, in this table used five sample images.  

Table (4.3): Results of Converted Grayscale Sclera Image into Binary Image 

based on Threshold Value (128). 

        #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Grayscal

e 

image  

     
Binary  

Image 

     
 

iii. Results of Binary Morphology Octagonal Structure  

          Table (4.4) illustrates the results of a binary morphology 

octagonal structure operation on binary images that own in Table 

(4.3). 

Table (4.4): Results of Binary Morphology Octagonal Structure Operation. 

        #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Binary  

Image 
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Erosion  

Binary 

image 

  
 

   

 

iv. Results of Remove Noise from Binary Image 

      Table (4.5) shows the result of implemented a flood fill algorithm to 

remove noise from the binary images that are illustrated in Table (4.4) .  

Table (4.5): Results of Remove Noise using Flood Fill Algorithm 

        #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

 

Erosion  

Binary 

image 

      

Image 

without 

Noise 

     

4.3.3 Results of Find Object  

        Table (4.6) clarifies the results of finding a region of the interested ROI 

sclera images that represents the white area, where each image has number of 

object (ROI) and the results of this step represents find all objects (ROI) in an 

input image and inform of these objects, This information represents 

coordinates the object and object area value . As shown in Table (4.6),we 

have the best results when the size of object is large so ,the best value of find 

object when the number of objects = 8 , which is the largest area value = 

5600. 
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Table (4.6): Results of finding objects 

Image 

.ID 

Number 

of 

objects  

ROI 

(white area) 

Objects Information of each objects 

#1 4 

  

No X1 Y1 X2 Y2 Area 

1 
140 82 84 31 2856 

2 98 33 97 32 1 

3 86 50 80 45 30 

 

#2 5 

  

1 29 15 24 10 25 

2 135 92 49 40 4472 

3 153 49 148 44 25 

4 119 51 115 50 4 

 

#3 6 

  

1 151 84 84 43 2747 

2 69 53 65 49 16 

3 81 97 77 93 16 

4 93 112 89 108 16 

 

#4 7 

  

1 139 78 84 32 2530 

2 109 32 107 32 0 

3 88 46 82 42 24 

4 129 44 124 43 5 

5 123 44 123 44 0 

6 72 49 68 45 16 

 

#5 8 

  

1 136 85 56 15 5600 

2 87 29 73 16 182 

3 79 24 72 18 42 
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4 108 20 98 20 0 

5 72 44 64 37 56 

6 142 73 138 69 16 

7 59 78 57 76 4 

 

 

4.3.4 Results of Implementation Feature Extraction using 

SIFT Algorithm: Table (4.7) shows results of feature extraction by 

using the SIFT algorithm, based on number of objects, this table 

depends on five samples of sclera biometric images. The images in 

this table are the results of the found object methods. The best results 

of SIFT algorithm when the increase size of object, for that the best 

results when the number of objects = 8. 

 

               Table (4.7): Results of Implementation of SIFT Algorithm. 

Image 

.ID 

Number 

of 

objects  

Octaves Description of each Octaves No.features 

#1 4 

 

No X Y Size Angle Octave 

1 16.19434 25.7035 4.843551 18.74561 4915712 

2 14.20891 41.32967 10.84168 268.4457 13042177 

3 
14.20891 41.32967 10.84168 27.28824 13042177 

 

3 

#2 5 

 

`1 
74.158 

14.23974 3.916359 112.8113 6226176 

2 78.9186 32.63867 6.721629 235.8694 11928320 

3 44.88605 6.944855 5.4487 113.7384 13435392 

4 49.31932 21.0968 4.724291 56.42899 3080704 

5 40.20074 46.82232 6.518385 266.2949 9700096 

6 12.81202 43.81301 9.582843 39.09009 4129281 

7 64.74069 28.54327 19.80455 112.1023 6488578 
 

7 
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#3 6 

 

`1 31.09151 6.120071 3.768978 109.4585 3473664 

2 44.70367 10.06152 4.849864 102.0301 4981248 

3 7.050093 12.57722 4.575388 5.584595 786944 

4 6.769567 36.10471 7.115308 265.1006 15991552 

5 52.2459 21.59435 12.53903 246.2173 6882049 

6 52.2459 21.59435 12.53903 110.5905 6882049 
 

6 

#4 

 

7 

 

 

 

`1 6.784286 9.404441 4.231197 359.4238 11862272 

2 29.4122 7.985693 6.617125 134.5607 10748672 

3 27.02433 22.22325 20.66721 232.5214 9568770 

4 27.02433 22.22325 20.66721 139.5073 9568770 

5 27.02433 22.22325 20.66721 13.41321 9568770 
 

5 

#5 8 

 

 

 

`1 44.28148 7.061563 3.924386 87.80426 6422784 

2 11.96867 25.40808 4.126865 287.7882 10027264 

3 11.96867 25.40808 4.126865 88.07498 10027264 

4 17.80005 28.31627 3.677315 4.304474 1704192 

5 72.61665 51.43366 4.665385 175.5285 2228736 

6 53.25276 65.81422 3.854784 247.9097 5112064 

7 19.18774 6.464801 5.116055 352.3774 8847872 

8 21.58114 41.34207 8.733161 17.75131 14156033 

9 66.20298 52.59324 10.01035 238.0831 7275009 
 

8 

4.4 Results of the Proposed Palm –Identification System 

      The results of the proposed system will show sequentially in 

“subsections: (4.3.1, 4.3.2, and  4.3.3)”.  

4.4.1 Load Image (Palm Image)  

The following table, Table (4.8), obtains (Five) samples of the Palm images in 

RGB color space and (.bmp) image type selected from the THUBALMLAP 

database to be implemented in the palm identification system. The Tsinghua 

Palm print Database. Tsinghua University in Beijing China .This database 

contains 1,280 palm print images from 80 subjects (two palms per person and 

eight impressions per palm) captured using a commercial palm print scanner 
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of  Hisign. All the palm print images are of 2040x2040 pixels and 500 ppi.  

shown in Table(4.8) [21]. 

                       Table (4.8): Original Palm Image Samples. 

Image  

.ID 

Original 

 Palm image 

Frequency  

#1 

  
#2 

  
#3 

  
#4 

 

 

#5 

  
 

 

4.4.2    Palm Image Pre-Processing Stage 

             The Palm image preprocessing results are consisting of three 

steps: convert into Grayscale image, Median filter, and 2d maximum 

entropy threshold method as shown in subsection (i, ii, and iii). 
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i. Results of the Convert Palm Image to Grayscale Image 

    Table (4.9) is shown the results of the implementation converted color 

palm image into a grayscale image on five sample palm images. 

 

Table (4.9): Convert color palm into Grayscale Image. 

Image  

.ID 

Grayscale Palm 

image 

Frequency  

#1 

  

#2 

  

#3 

  

#4 

  
#5 
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ii. Results of Implementation Median Filter  

    The results of applying the median filter on the grayscale palm image 

are clarified in Table (4.10). 

Table (4.10): Results of Implementations of Median Filter on Palm 

Grayscale Image. 

Image  

.ID 

Filtered Palm 

image 

Frequency  

#1 

  

#2 

  

#3 

  

#4 

  

#5 
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iii. Results of the Implementation of 2d Maximum 

Entropy Threshold Method 

Table (4.11) illustrates the results of the implementation of an 

entropy algorithm on the filtered Palm images that are shown in 

Table (4.10), The entropy 2 algorithm is performed respectively to 

present an image with the highest entropy, so the resulted number of 

pixels will be minimized. In Table (4.11) , the histogram represents 

the number of energy pixels for each tonal value for each image 

which has changed a lot, also entropy execution time for each 

image. 

Table (4.11): Results of Implementations of Entropy Filter on Palm Image. 

Image  

Id. 

Entropy 

Image 
Entropy Information Histogram 

Max Value Location 

#1 

 

9.15528261202978 108 

 

#2 

 

9.32605423316691 

 

128 

 

#3 

 

9.27271844659328 121 
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#4 

 

9.31626838229224 130 

 

#5 

 

9.24629428522355 133 

 

 

4.4.3 Results of Results of Implementation Feature 

Extraction using SIFT Algorithm: 

      The results of the performance of the SIFT algorithm are shown 

in Table (4.12), which is clarifying (the SIFT image and their 

description (x , y , size , angle, octave). 

Table (4.12): Results of Implementation of the SIFT Algorithm (the SIFT 

image, and description). 

Image 

ID 

Keypoints Feature Description No. 

Feature No x y size angle octaves 

#1 

 

 

 

 

 

0 24.96943 4.629488 4.186714 97.85382 11075840 

1
0
0
2

 

1 275.1685 7.045592 3.753722 183.3679 3211520 

2 275.1685 7.045592 3.753722 73.20776 3211520 

----- ------- -------- ------ -------- --------- 

1002 631.3099 115.1744 80.6683 132.4302 7799300 
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#2 

 

0 780.8946 5.110248 3.694515 31.93893 2031872 

1
9
3

4
 

1 793.2253 8.459703 4.20813 231.7866 11469056 

2 793.2253 8.459703 4.20813 105.9789 11469056 

----- ------- -------- ------ -------- --------- 

1934 266.4464 270.3456 219.0846 112.4396 13239045 

#3 

 

0 802.2112 5.397834 3.91212 165.726 6160640 

3
9
0

1
 

1 596.2106 5.933159 4.172237 19.42505 10813696 

2 851.9691 7.966488 4.134669 164.5971 10158336 

----- ------- -------- ------ -------- --------- 

3901 788.0816 383.8926 158.7486 203.196 6619653 

#4 

 

0 25.80912 14.04385 3.744941 1.886047 3014912 

5
3
8
6

 

1 25.80912 14.04385 3.744941 178.9118 3014912 

2 23.62295 20.50984 3.995263 111.816 7667968 

----- ------- -------- ------ -------- --------- 

5386 487.3864 202.7255 164.2576 80.66333 9110021 

#5 

 

1 19.54876 12.4029 4.424927 19.80304 15073536 

4
3
4
4

 

2 632.9808 12.64426 3.807936 27.44049 4194560 

3 861.8011 16.348 3.924419 325.8651 6422784 

------ --------- ------- -------- ------ -------- 

4344 543.6271 732.5382 205.941 322.5333 8782597 

 

4.5 Results of Implementation of Proposed Document 

Signature using Hybrid Identification System 

  The results of the performance of the proposed hybrid identification 

system consists of four main stages: (Pre-processing, Enhanced shark 
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smell optimization (ESSO) algorithm with a chaotic map, and a 

generate stream key as well as Documents signature by using the 

MD5 algorithm). The results of each stage are illustrated in sub 

sections (4.5.1, 4.5 .2, 4.5.3, and 4.5.4 ) 

4.5.1 Results of Implementation of pre-processing                            

      This step is combination results of two proposed identification systems 

to get feature from each system as illustrated in section (4.3 results of 

Sclera identification system) section (4.4 results of Palm identification 

system). 

4.5.2 Results of Implementation of the Enhanced Shark 

Smell Optimization (ESSO) Algorithm based on chaotic 

map.  

      Figure (4.1) shows an example of 3d logistic behaviors, where initial 

parameters of 3d logistic map are r=0.7 and xi=0.4. 

 

Figure (4.1): Results of the 3D Logistic Function. 

Figure (4.2) shows an example of the dropping coordinates of 

features extracted from both proposed sclera and palm–identification 

systems on image, in this figure used feature coordinates of (#1) as 

shown in Table (4.7) as shark positions and feature coordinates of (#1) 
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as shown in Table (4.12) as fish positions. The image used in this 

figure is 'Lena .jpg ' image in RGB color form.  

 

                     Figure (4.2): An Example of dropping coordinate of ESSO  

    Table (4.13) shows fitness function of the ESSO algorithm for each 

location in Lena image as present in Figure (4.1) and the behavior of 

the ESSO algorithm based on the number of iteration (Kmax) , Table 

(4.14) illustrates the simulation of randomly behavior of the ESSO, 

where parameters of the ESSO algorithm are NP (number of 

population size)= 24336, ND (number of decision variables) = 50, 

βk(the velocity limiter) = 1, ∆k (time interval ) = 3, k = 1, 0, -1, and 

R1, R2, R3  represents the random parameters. In table (4.14) , if the 

number of iteration is increases, the chance of ESSO Algorithm to 

finding  better solutions . 
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Table (4.13): Fitness function of all points and ESSO algorithm behavior 

based on No. iteration. 

No of 

iteration 

Fitness Function ESSO  behavior 

10 

 
 

30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
60 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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80 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------- 

 
100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

-------- 
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Table (4.14): ESSO algorithm Random behavior based random parameter 

No. 

Iteratio

n 

Behavior of ESS0  based on Randomly Parameter  

αk is  momentum coefficient [0-1], ղk 

random value [0-1], R1,R2 random 

value 

R3 Random value 

10 

  

30 

 
 

60 

 
 

80 
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100 

 

 

As illustrated in Table (4.13 and  4.14)” the behavior of the ESSO algorithm 

changes according to the number of iterations. 

 

4.5.3 Results of the Key Stream Generating  

Table (4.15) shows an example of the results of a generating key with 

two cases of the ESSO iteration (10,30).The length of secret key depending 

on number of iteration of ESSO algorithm. 

 

Table (4.15): Key Stream Generating 

No. 

Iteration 

No. 

Key 

Key stream 

10 K1 11111100000111101111100011110011000010010001111011111000111100110000100100100100001100111100011111011110001001000011

00111100011111011110000011111111111010100111101111110110000000110110010001111011111101100000001101100100100110110000

00011011111101111000100110110000000110111111011110010101111111101010100111110000000100010010000110100001111100000001

00010010000110100001011000010010001000000011111000010110000100100010000000111110010101011111111010100111110000000100

01001000011010001000110000111000100000000000000000000000000001000111000011000100010110000100100010000000111110010101

11111000010100001111100000011011011101000110110011111000000110110111010001101111011000101110110110000001111100110110

00101110110110000001111100001010000110000100110011111000000110110111010001101100111110000001101101110100011011110110

00101110110110000001111100110110001011101101100000011111001100100001100001001100111101111110110000000110110010001111

01111110110000000110110010010011011000000011011111101111000100110110000000110111111011110011001000011000010001001111

01111110110000000110110010001111011111101100000001101100100100110110000000110111111011110001001101100000001101111110

11110010001000011000010000001111011111000111100110000100100011110111110001111001100001001001001000011001111000111110

111100010010000110011110001111101111000000100001 
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30 K2 10010110100111100110111001101100001100000001111001101110011011000011000000000011000011011001110110011110000000110000

11011001110110011110010110100110011110100111010110110111010100010101111001110101101101110101000101011111111010100010

10111011011010111001111010100010101110110110101110010111100110100110000111101000001111001111011100110001111010000011

11001111011100110011001110111100111100000101111000110011101111001111000001011110000110010110101110000111100100110011

11101011101101000111100100110011111010111011010010110111010111110011001001111000101101110101111100110010011110000111

01011010011010011110011101010010111011100011100111100111010100101110111000111111000111011101001010111001111001110001

11011101001010111001111001011001011001111100011101001001111001111010100001000111010010011110011110101000010010000101

01111001111001001011100010000101011110011110010010111000111110011001011010011110100001001110011011100010100111101000

01001110011011100010110100011101100111001000010111100101000111011001110010000101111001011010011000111100011110110101

11100011000001110100011110110101111000110000011101001011100000110001111010110111100010111000001100011110101101111000

11110001100001101001111011110100011110101100010010011110111101000111101011000100110010001101011110001011110111100100

10001101011110001011110111100101100001100001110001111011111000111100110000100100011110111110001111001100001001001001

00001100111100011111011110001001000011001111000111110111100011100001100001101001111011110100011110101100010010011110

11110100011110101100010011001000110101111000101111011110010010001101011110001011110111100101100001100111100111001111

10111000001111111101100111001111101110000011111111011110111111110000011101111100111001101111111100000111011111001110

01111001101001000011110010011001111101011101101000111100100110011111010111011010010110111010111110011001001111000101

10111010111110011001001111000010010110101101001111000110001110010111011000110011110001100011100101110110001111000110

11101001110001100011110011000110111010011100011000111100101101011011010000111011100100010011111111111101001110111001

00010011111111111101101111111111110010001001110111001011111111111100100010011101110000101101101111000011101010011100

01000000110111000011101010011100010000001101110000111011000000100011100101011100001110110000001000111001010111000011

11011100010000111000101001011001100001000101001110001010010110011000010001011010001000011001101001010001110010100010

00011001101001010001110000100011101111100011100101110101010101111010100100111001011101010101011110101001100101011110

10101010111010011100100101011110101010101110100111000111110110110111001110111100111010010011010010100011101111001110

10010011010010100101001011001001011100111101110001010010110010010111001111011100111011011010110000011110010101000101

10001111100000011110010101000101100011111000000001111100011010001010100111100000011111000110100010101001111000001101

01101001000001111001011100000011010010111110011110010111000000110100101111111111010010110000001110100111100111110100

10110000001110100111100000100101100111000001110100100111100111101010000100011101001001111001111010100001001000010101

11100111100100101110001000010101111001111001001011100000111001100111000110011101110010001001111111111110100111011100

10001001111111111110110111111111111001000100111011100101111111111110010001001110111001100011100110010100011001111001

10010111111000000000110001111001100101111110000000001100110000000001111110100110011110001100000000011111101001100111

10011000101001100011000100011110110100111100000000110001100111101101001111000000001100011110001100000000111100101101

11100110001100000000111100101101111000100011000110000100001001111011111101100000001101100100011110111111011000000011

01100100100110110000000110111111011110001001101100000001101111110111100100001000011111111100011110111010111100101011

01110010011110111010111100101011011100110011101101010011110101110111100100111011010100111101011101111000111111111110

11011001111011111101100000001101100100011110111111011000000011011001001001101100000001101111110111100010011011000000

01101111110111100110110111110111011001111100000001000100100001101000011111000000010001001000011010000101100001001000

10000000111110000101100001001000100000001111100110111011 

 

4.5.4 Results of Document Signature Using MD5 Algorithm  

  Table (4. 16) results of the MD5 for five users with the number of 

iteration =10. The proposal system can be generated different document 

signature for each user based on user stream key. 
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Table (4.16): Results of MD5 Algorithm of 5 users 

# 

Use

r 

Sclera 

biometric 

Palm 

biometric 

User key User MD5 

#1 

  

 

4A3C0DA2

50D3614C6

30DE51352

BF98EF 

#2 

  

 

3D280663A

86FB2D406

EFC1756EB

CD340 

#3 

  

 

4E5E318DE

D6E946F7F

EC57F6B48

D2247 
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#4 

  

 

C2D00CC5

748EAC115

1577DB8FE

883D88 

#5 

  

 

A774D45D

E5F2B4564

708A721DC

4A5C22 

 

4.6 Random Number Generation Tests  
Table (4.17) clarifies the test of the random number generation by 

enhancement shark smell optimization (ESSO). To apply the NIST test, firstly 

dropping features of (sclera and palm) of the (three) users on Lena and 

Baboon image samples and then measures the randomness of these images. 
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Table (4.17): Results of NIST test. 

3 2 1 User 

      

Biometry 

      

Secret image 

P-value NIST 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 APPROXIMATE 

ENTROPY 

1 

0.21595 0.11161 0.21592 1.00000 0.50000 0.85968 BLOCK 

FREQUENCY 

2 

0.86350 0.98664 0.72994 0.31570 0.91915 0.59251 CUMULATIVE 

SUMS 

3 

0.34080 0.05521 0.32872 0.15132 0.15132 0.63817 FFT TEST 4 

0.60285 0.41357 0.15787 0.50351 0.15787 0.71015 FREQUENCY 5 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 LEMPEL-ZIV 6 

0.08657 0.14564 0.33368 0.02096 0.59852 0.60975 RUNS TEST 7 

0.15862 0.92175 0.97786 0.92175 0.15862 0.49896 SERIAL TEST 8 

 

Figure (4.3) shows results of NIST test for (3) users and Lena and 

baboon image samples. In figure (4.3) shown the proposed generation secret 

key algorithm able to create unique , unpredictable ,strong ,and randomly key 

for each user . 
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(a) (b) 

  

(C) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

  

(g) (h) 

Figure (4.3): Results of NIST test. 
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 Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work   

 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter finishes this thesis with some conclusions about the 

implementation and results of the proposed document signature using hybrid 

identification techniques. These conclusions are presented in section (5.2). 

While section (5.3) clarifies the suggestions for future work. 

   

5.2 Conclusions 

Some conclusions can be inferred from the results and tests of this work 

as follows: 

1- The proposed sclera identification system is using to obtain feature 

from sclera image, this proposed system is including uploading a 

sclera biometric image. Preprocessing sclera image prepares it to more 

analysis, including dilation morphology operation to convert RGB 

image into grayscale, convert image to binary using thresholding 

value (128), binary morphology octagonal structure to enhancement 

edge of sclera image , and finally remove noise from an image by 

using flood fill algorithm. The SIFT algorithm is using to extract the 

feature key point.  

2- The sclera image results after apply a different filter size of dilation 

morphology operation as shown in Table (4.2), the best value of filter 

size is 3*3 because its faster and more smoothing.    
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3- The proposed Palm  identification system is using to obtain feature 

from palm image, including uploading a palm biometric image. 

Preprocessing of a palm image to prepare it for more analysis, 

including convert image into grayscale, using the median filter to 

remove noise from the image, finally using two dimensions of entropy 

to extract some important features from the palm image. SIFT 

algorithm is using to extract a set of key points. 

4- Proposing enhancement shark smell optimization (ESSO) based on 3d 

logistic function: The key points of the sclera and palm biometric 

image that is extracted by using a proposed sclera and palm 

identification systems, a proposing ESSO algorithm to find the best 

coordinate position feature is used to find stronger features overall 

features of both biometric systems. As shown in Table (4.13) for 

calculate fitness function of all points and Table (4.14) as shown the 

effect of 3d logistic function on behaver of proposed ESSO to it more 

randomness and faster. 

5- Generating stream secret key: The fitness function value, the objective 

function value, and the coordinates[x,y] for all points of optimal 

solution that finding by using the proposed ESSO algorithm are using 

to generating a variable size key which is called a stream cipher key. 

The length of the secret key is depending on the number of iterations 

of the proposed ESSO algorithm as illustrated in Tables (4.15). 

6-  Document signature: The final stage in the proposed system is the 

document signature by using the MD5 as shown in Table (4.16), the 
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proposed system has the ability to generate a unique digital signature 

for each user. 

7- Results of NIST testing of generation random number are provided 

the proposed system enable to generate a unique, unpredictable, 

random, strong, and various length of the stream key. 

5.3 Suggestions for Future Work 

During this work, several subjects are identified that will yield large 

support to the field of a secure document signature based on multi-

biometric systems.  Among these, the following can be suggested: 

1-  Using optimization algorithms like Camel herds Algorithm(CHA). 

2- The  digital signature of the document by using the human brain. 

3- Use SHA- 256 algorithm in generating a digital signature. 

4- Using SURF  algorithms to generate more features, Because it is 

many times faster than SIFT and more powerful against different 

image transformations, SURF also uses almost correct 

approximation and finally is used to reconstruct 3D scenes. 

5- Can be found Entropy for finger vein recognition   to extract the 

digital  signature. 

6- Two or more sharks can be used to get a faster and more perfect 

solution. 
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 صــــــالمستخل
                                                                          ععععععععععععععععّهم ٌمعععععععععععععععع  مخٛ رزِيعععععععععععععععع متح ععععععععععععععععيٓمتٛليععععععععععععععععام ٌّ عععععععععععععععع ٕ م   عععععععععععععععع    َ

تعععععععُم  ععععععع    َمِخععععععع لمم يِععععععع ْمٚ ٌ اٛطعععععععي مٚ ٌّمععععععع  ي م ٌحيٛ ععععععع مٌٍٛ ععععععع   م ٌّ  ععععععع   م
  .عٍىمٔط قمٚ  ام ٌيَٛمٌٍّا  ل م ٌش اي

ِععععععٓم ٌبشعععععع مٚ يعععععع  مِععععععٓم ٌ مٕيعععععع مم ( Palm(مٚ ٌٕ يععععععًم)Sclera)مت  بعععععع م ٌاععععععٍب 
 ٌب  ِٛ   ععععع مم ل ععععع  مٚ ٌ ليمععععع مٚ لِٕععععع مٌ ح  ععععع م ٌٙٛ ععععع مٚ ٌ حميعععععك م ٕععععع   معٍعععععىم ٌّيععععع  مم

  ٌف    

مممESSOمخٛ رزِيععععع م عععععّهم ٌمععععع  متح عععععيٓتمععععع َم٘ععععع ٖم ٌ  ععععع ٌ متٛليعععععام ٌّ ععععع ٕ م   ععععع    َم
(Enhancement Shark Smell Optimization Algorithm) مٚتٙععععع  م،

   عععع    َم)مstream secret keyم(إٌععععىمتمعععع  ُمتمٕيعععع م   عععع  مٌ ٌٛيعععع مِف عععع  متشععععفي متيعععع ر
(مممpalmمٚ ٌٕ يععععععًممscleraمٔظعععععع َمتح  عععععع مِ  عععععع  م ٌّمعععععع  ي م  ىععععععْٛمِععععععٓمطععععععٛرم) ٌاععععععٍب 

  ٛ رزِيععععع م عععععّهم ٌمععععع  ٌٚ ععععع ُم  ععععع    َمثياعععععًم قيععععع   ي ممععععععٓم   عععععكم ٌ ح عععععيٓم

(Enhancement Shark Smell Optimization)عٍعععععععىمث ععععععع  مخ  طععععععع مم
م.م  (Chaotic Logistic Map)يٛضٛ  مٌٛ   ي م ال ي م ي    

م scleraل ععععع  م ي ٔعععع ممم ٌاععععٍب م لٌٚععععىمييعععع متععععُم  عععع    َم  ٕععععيٓمِععععٓمل ععععع  م ٌبي ٔعععع ممم
(UBIRIS.V2) ِععععععٓم  ِ عععععع م ي  . ٌب ت عععععع يمٚ ٌت ٔيعععععع مل ععععععع  مم ي ٔعععععع مم ٌٕ يععععععًمpalmم
(THUBALMLP.ٓم  ِ  مت  ٕ ٛ م. ىي)م

مت اعععععّٓمِ  يعععععًمتٕفيععععع م ٌٕظععععع َم ٌّم ععععع  م  ععععع  ال م ٌّيععععع  مِعععععٓمطعععععٛرم ٌ عععععّ مم ٌاعععععٍب 
scleraمٚ ٌٕ يعععععًم palmِععععععٓمم ٌّ عععععع     ٚت ععععععمي م ٌٕمععععع  م ِععععععٓمٔفععععع م ٌش اععععععي مم

،مممSI(مsecret image)معٍععععععععىمطععععععععٛر م عععععععع   مpalmمٚ ٌٕ يععععععععًمممscleraم ٌاععععععععٍب 
 .ٌىععععععععًمٔظعععععععع َمتمٕيعععععععع ممِ  ٌخعععععععع مِ ععععععععبم مِ  ٍفعععععععع مقععععععععع   م ٌاععععععععٛرمٌٍّيعععععععع  مم ٌ ليمعععععععع 

  SIFT     قض ي مإٌىمذٌهم،مت    جمخٛ رزِي متحٛ ًم ٌّي  م ٌت    

 (Scale Invariant Feature Transform Algorithm) يععععامٔظعععع َم ٌ  عععع  م
ٍعععععععىمِ  ععععععع  م ٌّمععععععع  ي مِيععععععع  ممِعععععععٓم ٌاعععععععٍب مٚ ٌحيٛ ععععععع مٚطعععععععٛرم ٌٕ يعععععععًمٚ ٌحاعععععععٛيمع

ٚطععععععٛيم ععععععع  امإٌععععععىم ٌّٕععععععع  كم ٌٙ ِععععععع م  خععععععًم ٌاعععععععٍب مٚ ٌٕ يعععععععً.م عععععع ُم  ععععععع    َم٘ععععععع ٖم
 ٌّيعععععععع  ممق خعععععععع  م ٌحععععععععًم يِتععععععععًم   عععععععع    َمخٛ رزِيعععععععع مم ٌ ح ععععععععيٓمٌ   حعععععععع مث ععععععععّ نم

 Chaotic Logistic  ٕ  ً مإٌععععععععىم ٌٛويفعععععععع م ٌفٛضععععععععٛ    ععععععععESSOم ٌمعععععععع  

Map رزِيععععع م   ععععع    َمخٛ  ٚ  ععععع   َم٘ععععع ٖم ٌّيععععع  ممٌ ٌٛيععععع مِف ععععع  م يعععععكم طعععععٛيمِ  يععععع
MD5مٚثخيعععععع  م ٌٕظعععععع َم ٌّم عععععع  م  عععععع   َمِف عععععع  م ٌعععععع يكميععععععامتٛليععععععام ٌٛ يمعععععع مٌحّ  عععععع مم،

ععععععععععععععععععععع   ٌّ ٍِٛععععععععععععععععععععع مم ط  معععععععععععععععععععع مٚم ٌش اععععععععععععععععععععي  ًِ  .إِٓععععععععععععععععععععع متّ 

ت ععععععع   َمٚويفععععععع م  عععععععّهم ٌمععععععع  مخٛ رزِيععععععع م ٌ ح عععععععيٕ مم ٌّم  يععععععع معٍعععععععىمتح عععععععيٓ
 ٌفٛضععععععىم ٌٍٛ ي عععععع ي م ال يعععععع م ي  عععععع  مٌ ٌٛيعععععع مِخّٛععععععع مِععععععٓم يرلعععععع َم ٌ شععععععٛ  ي م ٌ ععععععام



 ٌّ ٍّععععععععع مم ٌ شععععععععٛ  ي مٌٍ ٛ رزِيععععععععع م،مٚ عععععععععٍٛوي ممثوتعععععععع معشعععععععععٛ  ي مٚ ععععععععع ع مت عععععععع  م
 . ٌٛطععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععٛيمإٌععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععىمثياععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععًميععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععععً

 National) ثوٙعععع متٕفيعععع م ٌٕظعععع َم ٌّم عععع  مٚٔ عععع  قم خ بعععع ر ممإٔشعععع  م يرلعععع َم ٌ شععععٛ  ي 

Institute of Standards Technology (NIST)) ٙعععع م ٌععععٛ ٕامٌٍّ عععع  ي م ٌّ 
 ٌمععععععع ر معٍعععععععىمتٌٛيععععععع مِف ععععععع  م يعععععععكمٌّاععععععع عف ممٚ ٌ ىٌٕٛٛ يععععععع مثْم ٌٕظععععععع َم ٌّم ععععععع  مٌ  عععععععٗ
غيععععع م ي  ععععع مِعععععٓمٔٛععععععٗممييععععع متىعععععْٛمِٛ طعععععف تٗ ٌّ ععععع   ِيٓم ٌععععع  ٓم ّ ٍىعععععْٛم ٌ   ععععع مِعععععٓم

 مي.لٛ مِٚ ٕٛ م ٌطٛ ممعشٛ  امِ ٛلا

م
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